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_C.Ol\/IP_U.TIN.G DEVICE WITH IMPROVE D USER INTERFACE FOR

AP PLI CATI ONS

BACKGROUND TO THE INVETION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a computing device with an improved user interface for

applications. The term ‘computing device’ refers to any kind of device which can

process and display information. The invention has specific application to mobile

telephones.‘ The term ‘mobile telephone’ refers to any kind of mobile device with

communications capabilities and includes radio (mobile) telephones, smart phone s,

communicators, PDAS and wireless information devices. It includes devices able to

communicate using not only mobile radio such as GSM or UMTS, but also any

other kind of wireless communications system, such as Bluetooth.

2. Description of the Pn'or Art

One of the problems facing the designers of computing devices with small screens

is how to allow the user to navigate quickly and efficiently to access data and

activate a desired function. Computing devices with small screens tend to need

data and functionality divided into many layers or views: for example, the small

display size of mobile telephones has conventionally meant that several hierarchies

of functions have to be offered to a user. The interface can be thought of as having

many layers, with the user having to first locate the correct top level function and

then, within that function, progressively drill down (sometimes through 3 or more

layers) to complete the required task. Where a mobile telephone includes several

different applications (e.g. a message application, a contacts/ address book

application, a calendar application and a telephone application), then the user

normally has to first of all locate, then start/open the required application and

then may need to navigate to the required function (e.g. create a new contact

entry) or cause the required stored data (e.g. display names beginning with the
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letter ‘A’) to be displayed. This process can seem slow, complex and difficult to

learn, particularly to novice users.

Hence, with conventional user interfaces, a user may need to scroll around and

switch views many times to find the right data/functionality. An effective user

interface would ideally enable the user to readily and rapidly access the right

data/ functionality. Designing such an interface is however a complex human

factors problem, especially for computing devices such as mobile telephones.

In some mobile telephones, a menu of several available options is displayed: the

menu commands may then be divided into functional groups, with the most useful

functional group at the top of the menu; the most useful command within that

group is then placed at the top of group. In other devices, only one option is

shown on the screen at any one time, making it harder for a user to appreciate the

available options and there fore navigate effectively.

Some mobile telephones also offer limited shortcuts to get straight to a particular
function. This usually involves mernorising various keyboard input sequences,

corresponding to different menu positions at different levels in the menu

hierarchy. These shortcuts appeal only to a small number of expert users. Most

mobile telephones also include idle screens (i.e. a display which is shown when the

mobile telephone is switched on but not in use); these idle screens often carry

alerting messages (e.g. “1 missed call”).

On a more theoretical basis, a user interface typically has to demonstrate or make

explicit the changing internal status of the mobile telephone as navigation

proceeds. For example, to select or initiate a function (e.g. to open an address

book function, enter a PIN security number or to alter the ring melody) a user has

to understand (a) how to navigate to that function in order to select that function

and (b) that the status of the telephone is such that the function can be selected or

initiated. The teclmical problem of effectively enabling the user to understand this

changing internal state has to date been inadequately addressed. The object of the
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present invention is to provide an improved form of user interface which ad dresses

this problem

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a computing device

comprising a display screen, the computing device being able to display on the

screen an application summary window, the summary window comprising a

limited list of (i) common functions offered within an application and/or (ii) data

stored in that application.

Hence, the present invention envisages, in one implementation, a ‘snap-shot’ view

of an application in which the snap-shot View brings together, in one summary

window, a limited list of common functions and commonly accessed stored data.

Preferably, where the summary window for a given application shows data or a

function of interest, the user can directly select that data or function; this causes

the application to open and the user to be presented with a screen in which the

data or function of interest is prominent. This saves the user from navigating to

the required application, opening it up, and then navigating within that

application to enable the data of interest to be seen or a function of interest to be
activated.

In another aspect, there is a computer program which when running on a

computing device (such as a mobile telephone), enables the device to operate in

accordance with the above aspects of the invention. The program may be an

op era ting system.

BRIEF DE SCRIPTI ON OF THE FIGURES

The invention will be described with reference to the accompanying Figures, in
which:
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Figures 1-3 are screen shots showing an implementation of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention offers, in one implementation, a snap— shot View which

brings together, in one summary Window, a limited list of common functions and

commonly accessed stored data which it self can be reached directly from the main

menu listing some or all applications. This yields many advantages in case and

speed of navigation, particularly on small screen devices. For example, a user can

get to the summary Window in just two steps — first, launch a main View which

shows various applications; then, launch the appropriate summary window for the

application of interest. This is far faster and easier than conventional navigation

approaches. Once the summary window is launched, core data/ functionality is

displayed and can be accessed in more detail can typically be reached simply by

selecting that data/ functionality. Hence, only three steps may be needed from

start up to reaching the required data/ functionality; navigating from between each

step is clear and straightforward.

As an example, the main view may be an Application Launcher for several

applications such as ‘Messages’, ‘Contacts’, ‘Calendar’ and ‘Phone’. The

Application Launcher View is then presented as a standard scrolling list of

application names with appropriate application icons next to them. The list is

vertical and only one application is presented per line. St andatd highlight functions

apply in that when the Application Launcher view is opened the highlight defaults

to the first item in the list of applications. This is shown in Figure 1, in which the

screen displayl includes a list of applications (‘Messages’; ‘Contacts’; ‘Calendar’;

and ‘Phone’), including a highlighted ‘Messages’ at 2. Alternatively, the highlight

may default to the middle item in the list of applications. At this point, the user

may take conventional navigation steps, such as scrolling, to move the highlight

and using the available select function to navigate to the required highlighted

ap plication.
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The innovative summary window functionality can be accessed as follows: should

the highlight rest on the name of an application in the App Launcher for a certain

amount of time (say a 1.2 second timeout), the summary window (the “App

Snapshot”) drops down Etom the highlight bar. The App Snapshot for any given

application is a window which includes commonly requested data associated with

that application and links to common functionality in that application. The App

Snapshot is shown at 3 in Figure 2; it includes the number of new messages (‘0’)

and links to the two most common functions (as defined by the system designer, or

selected by the user, or learned by the device) in the Messages application — ‘Create

Messages’ and ‘Enter chat room’. In Figure 3, a slightly longer App Snapshot is

shown, indicating at 4 that there are ‘2 new SMS’ messages and ‘1 Chat Ongoing’.

Other selection processes could also be used (e.g. voice activation, softkey

selection etc) to access the App Snapshot. For example, the App Snapshot may be

‘called’ or ‘fired’ by using a right scroll function (if the mobile telephone has 4-way

scrolling Capacity); a press and hold of the select function when an application

name is highlighted; or using a right cursor key on a highlighted application name.

A highlight is available in the App Snapshot dropdown which may be scrolled in

order to select a required item. When an item in the App Snapshot is selected (e.g.

by being highlighted and then selected using a conventional selection technique

such as pressing a right cursor), the device displays the relevant data in the

application details view, or displays the relevant screen offering the relevant

functionality. The required application may be automatically opened when the

item in the App Snapshot is selected. The App Snapshot can there fore display data

from an application and functions of that application without actually op ening the

application up: only once a user has selected an item in the App Snapshot

associated with a given application does that application have to be opened. For

example, when ‘Create Messages’ in an App Snapshot is selected, then the

messagng application is opened up; that application does not however have to be

opened up prior to that stage.
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Although the term ‘window’ has been used to describe the drop down summary,

the summary does not have to be presented within any kind of frame. Any manner

of presenting the common fimctions offered within an application and/or data

stored in that application will constitute a ‘window’ as such.

The App Snapshot dropdown may be dismissed in the following ways:

0 If a timeout is used to call the App Snapshot, scrolling the highlight back to the

relevant application name (i.e. back up to ‘Messages’ in Figure 2 or 3)

removes the App Snapshot. Scrolling down through the App Snapshot and off

the end moves the highlight to the next application in the list (i.e. to ‘Contacts’

if the Messages App Snapshot has been scrolled through).

If scroll functions (e.g. right scroll) call the App Snapshot the opposite scroll

function removes the snapshot.

When a user scrolls off the end of the App Snapshot, the main list from which the

App Snapshot was opened de-compresses to regain the display estate that was

taken up by the App Snapshot (i.e. the screen reverts to that shown Figure 1). If

the user has scrolled up back to the application name (so that the highlight moves

up), this application name stays where it was and the next main list item draws

back up to abut it. If the user scrolls off the end of the App Snapshot, the

highlight moves down to the next item in the main list and this item together with

the highlight move up the screen to regain the App Snapshot estate (i.e. taking the

place of the App Snapshot).

Another caveat regarding the main list is that when the App Snapshot opens, there

will typically be one item in the main list above and below it to preserve context -

(i.e. to reduce any feelingin the user of having been transported somewhere else in

the UI. They have not gone anywhere yet; the App Snapshot is just showing where

they could easily go to). Hence in Figure 2, the term ‘Launcher’ remains at the

top of the screen, and the word ‘Phone’ and its associated icon remains at the

bottom.
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App Snapshots are not intended to replace notifications, but to complement them

by providing non-intrusive reminders for the user, as well as rapid shortcuts to key

ap pli cati on fu nct ionalit y.

The mobile telephone may be able to learn what functionality and/or stored data

types are most likely to be of interest to a given user and which should therefore

be included in a summary View to any given user. Alternatively, the user or system

designer may define the kinds of functionality and/or stored data to be included in

the App Snapshot for a given application. The constituency of the App Snapshot

can therefore vary as determined by the user and/or system designer and/or thae

usage patterns of the user. The consistent goal however is for the App Snapshot

to show only the most useful views and states.

Another possible feature is that the constituency of the App Snapshot may vary

with the environment in which the mobile telephone finds itself. For example, if

the telephone is Bluetooth enabled, then there may be a Bluetooth application

which has associated with it a summary window which lists the other Bluetooth

devices in the vicinity.

A further possible feature is that the constituency of the App Snapshot may vary

with the actions of the user. For example, if the mobile telephone has an active

Calendar application, and the user opens the App Snapshot for Contacts, then the

Contacts App Snapshot may include contact information _for parties in the

previously or currently open Calendar application. But if the user opened the

Contacts App Snapshot when the Phone application was current, then the

Contacts App Snapshot may instead include contact information of the most called

party, or a missed call party, or a party whose call the user is auto-replying to.

In a Messages view, when the highlight rests on a message entry, further

information on that message becomes visible such as date and time it arrived and

the first line/subject of the message. Rather than an App Snapshot opening here,

the highlight expands to cover this extra information as well as the list item. It
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does this here because the extra information displayed is not ‘fireable’ like App

Snapshot items in the application switcher.

In the Contacts manager, the App Snapshot opens (using whatever mechanism is

implemented) to display phone numbers and email addresses which may be ‘fired’

(Le. a phone number is dialled, an email address is seeded into a new message). The

Contacts manager can have a base View — a list of names of the people stored in a

device. It opens to show usable contact details like phone numbers and email

addresses for each contact so you can initiate communication from here rather than

navigating further within the Contacts Manager application. For example, the

contact John Smith would have a snapshot which expands to show his phone

number and email address. A user can scroll to the email address and hit the select

button - the display then changes to a new email form seeded with his email

address and all the user need do is input some body text and hit a ‘Do It’ button.

The present invention can also be used in systems which do not have a concept of

separate applications as such. Then, the snapshot views are then views of

commonly used functions and/or data, selected by the system designer, user or

through a machine learning process.

As explained above, the present invention is particularly useful for mobile

telephones because of their user interface constraints. However, it may also be

used in environments outside of mobile telephony. For example, desktop and

laptop PCs may also benefit from the present invention. The present invention

may therefore be used in any computing environment, including both keyboard

and keyboard- less devices.
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CLAIM S

A computing device comprisinga display screen, the computing device being

able to display on the screen an application summary window, the summary

window comprisinga limited list of (i) common functions offered within an

application and/or (ii) data stored in that application.

The computing device of Claim 1 in which selecting a common function

listed in the summary window causes the related application to open and

that selected common function to be activated.

The computing device of Claim 1 or 2 in which an application launcher lists

the names and/or icons of several applications and selecting a name or icon

causes the summary window for that application to be opened.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the kinds of content

of a summary window for a given application is selected using a process in

which the device learns what functionality and/or stored data types are of

interest to any given user.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the user can define

what functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for

the summary window for an application.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the functionality

and/or stored data types for a summary window for a given application
varies with the environment of the device.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the functionality

and/or stored data types for a summary window for a given application
varies with the actions of the user.
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The computing device of any preceding claim in which opening a summary

window for a given application does not result in that application being

opened.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the summary window

is a frame which includes the name of the associated application.

A computing device as claimed in any preceding claim, being a mobile

te lephone.

A computing device as claimed in any preceding claim 1 — 9, being a PC.

A computer program which, when running on a computing device, causes the

computing device to operate as a computing device as claimed in Claim 1 -
1 1 .

The computer program of Claim 12, being an operating system program.
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As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an

original, first and joint inventor) if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which

is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled

COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR
APPLICATIONS

The specification of which

(check one)

Cl is attached hereto.

was filed on ]ULY.27, 2001 as United States Application No. or PCT International
Application Number PCT/GB01/03337
and was amended on

(if applicable)

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the United States Patent and Trademark Office all

information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, Section l19(a)—(d)

or Section 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate, or Section

365(a) of any PCT International application which designated at least one country other than

the United States, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any

foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate or PCT International application
having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Not Claimed

0019459.7 28 Iuly 2000 D
(Number) (Day/Month/Year Filed)

El

(Number) (Day/Month/Year Filed)

Form PTO-SB-01 (9-95) (Modified) P02/REV02 Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in the manner provided
by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the
United States Patent and Trademark Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability as defined in Title 37, C.F.R., Section 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT International filing date of this
application:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
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(Application Serial No.) (Status)
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(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANTS Matthieu Kennedy MARTYN

TITLE COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER
INTERFACE FOR APPLICATIONS

FILING DATE Herewith

INTERNATIONAL

APPLICATION NO. PCT/GB01/03387

INTERNATIONAL

FILING DATE 27 July 2001

PRIORITY DATE 28 July 2000

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20231

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Preliminary to a first office action on the merits of this US national phase

application, please amend the specification as follows:

In the Specification:

page 1, below the title Please insert:

— CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the priority of PCT Application No.

PCT/GB01/03387 filed July 27, 2001 and British application GB

0O19459.7 filed July 28, 2000. —

page 1, line 6 Please delete "BACKGROUND TO THE INVETlON” and insert:

- BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION -
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In the Claims:

Please cancel claims 1 through 13. Please add claims 14 — 36. There are 23

claims pending in this application.

-- 14. A computing device comprising a display screen, the computing device being

able to display on the screen an application summary window, in which the

summary window displays a limited list of several common functions offered

within an application, any item in the list being selectable to initiate the

respective function, the limited list being a sub-set of all of the functions

offered by a given application but not being scrollable to reveal additional

functions outside of the sub-set.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which selecting a common function listed in

the summary window causes the related application to open and that selected

common function to be activated.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which an application launcher lists the

names and/or icons of several applications and selecting a name or icon causes

the summary window for that application to be opened.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which the kinds of content of a summary

window for a given application is selected using a process in which the device

learns what functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to any given

USGT.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which the user can define what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for the

summary window.for an application.
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The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or stored

data types for a summary window for a given application varies with the

environment of the device.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or stored data

types for a summary window for a given application varies with the actions of

the user.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which opening a summary window for a

given application does not result in that application being opened.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window is a frame

which includes the name of the associated application.

The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window further display

a list of data stored in that application.

The computing device of Claim 14, being a mobile telephone.

The computing device of Claim 14, being a PC.

A computer program which, when running on a computing device, causes the

computing device to display on a screen of the device an application summary

window, in which the summary window displays a limited list of several common

functions offered within an application, any item in the list being selectable to

initiate the respective function, the limited list being a sub-set of all of the

functions offered by a given application but not being scrollable to reveal

additional functions outside of the sub-set.

The computer program of Claim 26, being an operating system program.
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The computer program of Claim 26 operable such that selecting a common

function listed in the summary window causes the related application to open

and that selected common function to be activated.

The computer program of Claim 26 operable to cause the screen to display an

application launcher which lists the names and/or icons of several applications,

wherein selecting a name or icon causes the summary window for that

application to be opened.

The computer program of Claim 26 in which the kinds of content of a summary

window for a given application can be selected using a process in which the

device learns what functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to any

given user.

The computer program of Claim 26 which enables a user to define what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for the

summary window for an application.

The computer program of Claim 26 in which the functionality and/or stored

data types for a summary window for a given application varies with the

environment of the device.

The computer program of Claim 26 in which the functionality and/or stored data

types for a summary window for a given application varies with the actions of

the user.

The computer program of Claim 26 in which opening a summary window for a

given application does not result in that application being opened.
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The computer program of Claim 26 in which the summary window is a frame

which includes the name of the associated application.

The computer program of Claim 26 in which the summary window further

displays a list of data stored in that application. --

REMARKS

This application is a National Stage filing of PCT application PCT/GB01/03387

filed July 27, 2001. The U.S. Patent Office is hereby requested to examine the

application based upon the substitute specification and claims. Original claims 1 -13

have been deleted and replaced with claims 14 — 36 to eliminate the multiple

dependencies and to place them in proper US format. If the patent examiner has any

questions or comments, he is respectfully requested to contact applicant’s attorney

at the telephone number indicated below so that additional amendments may be

added as required.

Respectfully submitted,

Matthieu Kennedy MyR1'VNBy "Z Mg 05
Richard C. Woodbridge

' Attorney for Applicant

Reg. No. 26,423

Woodbridge & Associates, P.C.
P.O. Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592

Tel (609) 924-3773

Fax (609) 924-1811

cc: Peter Langley, Esq.

origin
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Marked Up Version of Specification

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This agglication claims the Qriority of PCT Agglication No. PCT/GB01/03387 filed

July 27, 2001 and British agglication GB 0O19459.7 filed July 28, 2000.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR
APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND TO THE INVETION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a computing device with an improved user interface for

applications. The term ‘computing device’ refers to any kind of device which can

process and display information. The invention has specific application to mobile
telephones. The term ‘mobile telephone’ refers to any kind of mobile device with
communications capabilities and includes radio (mobile) telephones, smart phones,

communicators, PDAS and wireless information devices. It includes devices able to

communicate using not only mobile radio such as GSM or UMTS, but also any

other kind of wireless communications system, such as Bluetooth.

2. Description of the Prior Art

One of the problems facing the designers of computing devices with small screens
is how to allow the user to navigate quickly and efficiently to access data and

activate a desired function. Computing devices with small screens tend to need

data and functionality divided into many layers or views: for example, the small

display size of mobile telephones has conventionally meant that several hierarchies
of functions have to be offered to a user. The interface can be thought of as having

many layers, with the user having to first locate the correct top level function and
then, Within that function, progressively drill down (sometimes through 3 or more

layers) to complete the required task. Where a mobile telephone includes several
different applications (e.g. a message application, a contacts/ address book

application, a calendar application and a telephone application), then the user
normally has to first of all locate, then start /open the required application and

then may need to navigate to the required function (e.g. create a new Contact

entry) or cause the required stored data (e.g. display names beginning with the
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letter ‘A’) to be displayed. This process can seem slow, complex and difficult to

learn, particularly to novice users.

Hence, with conventional user interfaces, a user may need to scroll around and

switch views many times to find the right data/functionality. An effective user

interface would ideally enable the user to readily and rapidly access the right

data/ functionality. Designing such an interface is however a complex human

factors problem, especially for computing devices such as mobile telephones.

In some mobile telephones, a menu of several available options is displayed: the

menu commands may then be divided into functional groups, with the most useful

functional group at the top of the menu; the most useful command within that

group is then placed at the top of group. In other devices, only one option is
shown on the screen at any one time, making it harder for a user to appreciate the

av ail able op tions and th ere fore navigate effec tively.

Some mobile telephones also offer limit ed shortcuts to get straight to a particular

function. This usually involves memorising various keyboard input sequences,

corresponding to different menu positions at different levels in the menu

hierarchy. These shortcuts appeal only to a small number of expert users. Most

mobile telephones also include idle screens (Le. a display which is shown when the

mobile telephone is switched on but not in use); these idle screens often carry

alerting messages (e.g. “1 missed call”).

On a more theoretical basis, a user interface typically has to demonstrate or make

explicit the changing internal status of the mobile telephone as navigation

proceeds. For example, to select or initiate a function (e.g. to open an address
book function, enter a PIN security number or to alter the ring melody) a user has

to understand (a) how to navigate to that function in order to select that function

and (b) that the status of the telephone is such that the function can be selected or
initiated. The technical problem of effectively enabling the user to understand this

changing internal state has to date been inadequately addressed. The object of the
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present invention is to provide an improved form of user interface which ad dresses

this problem.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a computing device

comprising a display screen, the computing device being able to display on the
screen an application summary window, the summary window comprising a
limited list of (i) common functions offered within an application and/or (ii) data
stored in that application.

Hence, the present invention envisages, in one implementation, a ‘snap-shot’ view

of an application in which the snap-shot view brings together, in one summary
window, a limited list of common functions and commonly accessed stored data.

Preferably, where the summary window for a given application shows data or a

function of interest, the user can directly select that data or function; this causes

the application to open and the user to be presented with a screen in which the
data or function of interest is prominent. This saves the user from navigating to

the required application, opening it up, and then navigating within that

application to enable the data of interest to be seen or a function of interest to be
activated.

In another aspect, there is a computer program which when running on a

computing device (such as a mobile telephone), enables the device to operate in
accordance with the above aspects of the invention. The program may be an

opera ting system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

The invention will be described with reference to the accompanying Figures, in

which:
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Figures 1-3 are screen shots showingan implementation of the present invention.

DETAILED DE SCRIPTI ON

The present invention offers, in one implementation, a snap- shot view which

brings together, in one summary window, a limited list of common functions and

commonly accessed stored data which itself can be reached directly from the main

menu listing some or all applications. This yields many advantages in ease and

speed of navigation, particularly on small screen devices. For example, a user can

get to the summary window in just two steps — first, launch a main view which

shows various applications; then, launch the appropriate summary window for the

application of interest. This is far faster and easier than conventional navigation

approaches. Once the sumtnary window is launched, core data/ functionality is

displayed and can be accessed in more detail can typically be reached simply by

selecting that data/ functionality. Hence, only three steps may be needed from

start up to reaching the required data/ functionality; navigating from between each

step is clear and straightforward.

As an example, the main view may be an Application Launcher for several

applications such as ‘Messages’, ‘Contacts’, ‘Calendar’ and ‘Phone’. The

Application Launcher view is then presented as a standard scrolling list of

application names with appropriate application icons next to them. The list is

vertical and only one application is presented per line. Standard highlight functions

apply in that when the Application Launcher view is opened the highlight defaults

to the first item in the list of applications. This is shown in Figure 1, in which the

screen display 1 includes a list of applications (‘Messages’; ‘Contacts’; ‘Calendar’;

and ‘Phone’), including a highlighted ‘Messages’ at 2. Alternatively, the highlight

may default to the middle item in the list of applications. At this point, the user

may take conventional navigation steps, such as scrolling, to move the highlight

and using the available select function to navigate to the required highlighted

ap plication.
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The innovative summary window functionality can be accessed as follows: should

the highlight rest on the name of an application in the App Launcher for a certain

amount of time (say a 1.2 second timeout), the summary window (the “App

Snapshot”) drops down from the highlight bar. The App Snapshot for any given

application is a window which includes commonly requested data associated with

that application and links to common functionality in that application. The App

Snapshot is shown at 3 in Figure 2; it includes the number of new messages (‘0’)

and links to the two most common functions (as defined by the system designer, or

selected by the user, or learned by the device) in the Messages application — ‘Create

Messages’ and ‘Enter chat room’. In Figure 3, a slightly longer App Snapshot is

shown, indicating at 4 that there are ‘2 new SMS’ messages and ‘1 Chat Ongoing’.

Other selection processes could also be used (eg. voice activation, so ftkey

selection etc) to access the App Snapshot. For example, the App Snapshot may be

‘called’ or ‘fired’ by using a right scroll function (ifthe mobile telephone has 4-way

scrolling capacity); a press and hold of the select function when an application

name is highlighted; or using a right cursor key on a highlight ed application name.

A highlight is available in the App Snapshot dropdown which may be scrolled in

order to select a required item. When an item in the App Snapshot is selected (e.g.

by being highlighted and then selected using a conventional selection technique

such as pressing a right cursor), the device displays the relevant data in the

application details view, or displays the relevant screen offering the relevant

functionality. The required application may be automatically opened when the

item in the App Snapshot is selected. The App Snapshot can therefore display data

from an application and functions of that application without actually opening the

application up: only once a user has selected an item in the App Snapshot

associated with a given application does that application have to be opened. For

example, when ‘Create Messages’ in an App Snapshot is selected, then the

messaging application is opened up; that application does not how ever have to be

opened up prior to that stage.
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Although the term ‘window’ has been used to describe the drop down summary,

the summary does not have to be presented within any kind of frame. Any manner

of presenting the common functions offered within an application and/or data

stored in that application will constitute a ‘window’ as such.

The App Snapshot dropdown may be dismissed in the following ways:

0 If a timeout is used to call the App Snapshot, scrolling the highlight back to the

relevant application name (i.e. back up to ‘Messages’ in Figure 2 or 3)

removes the App Snapshot. Scrolling down through the App Snapshot and off

the end moves the highlight to the next application in the list (i.e. to ‘Contacts’

if the Messages App Snapshot has be en scrolled through).

If scroll functions (e.g. right scroll) call the App Snapshot the opposite scroll

function removes the snapshot.

When a user scrolls off the end of the App Snapshot, the main list Etorn which the

App Snapshot was opened de—compresses to regain the display estate that was

taken up by the App Snapshot (i.e. the screen reverts to that shown Figure 1). If

the user has scrolled up back to the application name (so that the highlight moves

up), this application name stays where it was and the next main list item draws

back up to abut it. If the user scrolls off the end of the App Snapshot, the

highlight moves down to the next item in the main list and this item together with

the highlight move up the screen to regain the App Snapshot estate (i.e. taking the

place of the App Snapshot).

Another caveat regarding the main list is that when the App Snapshot opens, there

will typically be one item in the main list above and below it to preserve context —

(i.e. to reduce any feelingin the user of having been transported sornew here else in

the UI. They have not gone anywhere yet; the App Snapshot is just showing where

they could easily go to). Hence in Figure 2, the term ‘Launcher’ remains at the

top of the screen, and the word ‘Phone’ and its associated icon remains at the

bottom.
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App Snapshots are not intended to replace notifications, but to complement them

by providing non-intrusive reminders for the user, as Well as rapid shortcuts to key

appli cati on functionalit y.

The mobile telephone may be able to learn what functionality and/or stored data

types are most likely to be of interest to a given user and which should therefore

be included in a summary view to any given user. Alternatively, the user or system

designer may define the kinds of functionality and/or stored data to be included in

the App Snapshot for a given application. The constituency of the App Snapshot

can therefore vary as determined by the user and/or system designer and/or thae

usage patterns of the user. The consistent goal however is for the App Snapshot

to show only the most useful views and states.

Another possible feature is that the constituency of the App Snapshot may vary

with the environment in which the mobile telephone finds itself. For example, if

the telephone is Bluetooth enabled, then there may be a Bluetooth application

which has associated with it a summary window which lists the other Bluetooth

devices in the vicinity.

‘ A further possible feature is that the constituency of the App Snapshot may vary

with the actions of the user. For example, if the mobile telephone has an active

Calendar application, and the user opens the App Snapshot for Contacts, then the

Contacts App Snapshot may include contact information _for parties in the

previously or currently open Calendar application. But if the user opened the

Contacts App Snapshot when the Phone application was current, then the

Contacts App Snapshot may instead include contact information of the most called

party, or a missed call party, or a party whose call the user is auto-replying to.

In a Messages view, when the highlight rests on a message entry, further

information on that message becomes visible such as date and time it arrived and

the first line/ subject of the message. Rather than an App Snapshot opening here,

the highlight expands to cover this extra information as well as the list item. It
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does this here because the extra information displayed is not ‘fireable’ like App

Snapshot it ems in the application switcher.

In the Contacts manager, the App Snapshot opens (using whatever mechanism is

implemented) to display phone numbers and email addresses which may be ‘fired’

(i.e. a phone number is dialled, an email address is seeded into a new message). The

Contacts manager can have a base View - a list of names of the people stored in a

device. It opens to show usable contact details like phone numbers and email

addresses for each contact so you can initiate communication from here rather than

navigating further within the Contacts Manager application. For example, the

Contact John Smith would have a snapshot which expands to show his phone

number and email address. A user can scroll to the email address and hit the select

button — the display then changes to a new email form seeded with his email

address and all the user need do is input some body text and hit a ‘Do It’ button.

The present invention can also be used in systems which do not have a concept of

separate applications as such. Then, the snapshot views are then views of

commonly used functions and/or data, selected by the system designer, user or

through a machine learning process.

As explained above, the present invention is particularly useful for mobile

telephones because of their user interface constraints. However, it may also be

used in environments outside of mobile telephony. For example, desktop and

laptop PCs may also benefit from the present invention. The present invention

may therefore be used in any computing environment, including both keyboard

and keyboard- less devic es.
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CLAIM S

A computing device comprising a display screen, the computing device being

able to display on the screen an application summary window, the summary

window comprisinga limited list of (i) common functions offered within an

application and/or (ii) data stored in that application.

The computing device of Claim 1 in which selecting a common function

listed in the summary window causes the related application to open and

that selected common function to be activated.

The computing device of Claim 1 or 2 in which an application launcher lists

the names and/or icons of several applications and selecting a name or icon

causes the summary window for that application to be opened.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the kinds of content

of a summary window for a given application is selected using a process in

which the device learns what functionality and/or stored data types are of

interest to any given user.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the user can define

what functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for

the summary window for an application.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the functionality

and/or stored data types for a summary window for a given application

varies with the environment of the device.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the functionality

and/or stored data types for a summary window for a given application

varies with the actions of the user.
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The computing device of any preceding claim in which opening a summary

window for a given application does not result in that application being

opene d.

The computing device of any preceding claim in which the summary Window

is a frame which includes the name of the associated application.

A computing device as claimed in any preceding claim, being a mobile

telephone .

A computing device as claimed in any preceding claim 1 - 9, being a PC.

A computer program which, when running on a computing device, causes the

computing device to operate as a computing device as claimed in Claim 1 —
11.

The computer program of Claim 12, being an operating system program.
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Figut e 3
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PATENT COVCPERATIVON TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicants or agents file reference HER see Notification ofTransmitta| of International Search Report

FoARC:_llJ0R':- (Form PCT/ISA/220) as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.
International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)

PCT/ GB 01/ 03387 27/07/2001 28/07/2000
Applicant

SYMBIAN LIMITED

This International Search Report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This International Search Report consists of a total of 3 sheets.

[E It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of the international application in the
language In which it was filed, unless othenuise indicated under this item.

the international search was carried out on the basis of a translation of the international application furnished to this
Authority (Rule 23.1 (b)).

With regard to any nucleotide andlor amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, the international search
was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing '.

contained in the international application in written form.

filed together with the international application in computer readable form.

furnished subsequently to this Authon'ty in written form.

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readble form.

the statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in the
international application as filed has been furnished.

the statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence listing has beenfurnished

Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box I).

1:]

E]

El

El

El

El

E]

El Unity of invention is lacking (see Box II).

with regard to the title,

[X] the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

E] the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

With regard to the abstract,

[E the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

1:] the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box Ill. The applicant may,within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this‘Authority.

The figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 2

K] as suggested by the applicant. D None of the figures.
D because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

D because this figure better characterizes the invention.

Form PCT/|SAI210 (first sheet) (July 1993)
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From the

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINING AUTHORITYTo:

ORIGIN LIMITED NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT
52 Muswell Hill Road or DEMAND av OOMPETENT INTERNATIONAL
London N10 3JR PRELIMINARY EXAMINING AUTHORITY

E BRETAGNE (PCT Rules 59.3(e) and 6l.l(b). first sentence
and Administrative Instructions, Section 601(3))

D f ailin

rat‘;/Zofiiwefiri I 5. 03. n2

Applicant's or agent's file reference IMPORTANT NOHFICATION
Appln Snapshot PCT

international application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date (day/mandi/year)

PC.'I'/ GB 01/ 03387 27/07/2001 28/07/2000
Applicant

SYMBIAN LIMITED et al.

The applicant is hereby notified that this International Preliminary Examining Authority considers the following date as the
date of receipt of the demand for international preliminary examination of the international application:

27/02/2002

This date of receipt is:

the actual date of receipt of the demand by this Authority (Rule 6l.1(b)).

the actual date of remipt of the demand on behalf of this Authority (Rule 59.3(e)).

the date on which this Authority has, in response to the invitation to correct defects in the demand
(Form PCT/IPFJK/404), received the required corrections.

|:| A'I1EN'rioN: That date of remipt is AFTER the expiration of 19 months from the priority date. Consequently, theelection(s) made in the demand does (do) not have the effect of postponing the entry into the national phase until 30
months from the priority date (or later in some Offices) (Article 39(1)). Therefore, the axis for entry into the national
phage must be performed within 20 months from the priority’ date (or later in some Offiozs) (Article 22). For-details, see
the PCTAppllcant‘.r Guide.Volume II.

(If applicable) This notification confirms the information given by telephone, facsimile transmison or in personon:

Only where paragraph 3 applies, a copy of this notification has been sent to the International Bureau.

Name and mailing address of the [PEA] Authorized officer

Tel. (+49-89) 2399-O. Tx: 523656 epmu d
Fax: (+ 49-89) 2399-4465

Form Pcr/IPEA/402 (July 1993) E20452 2/03/2002

-"1’ European Patent Office

D-80298 Munich CHAVONAND F H
Tel. (+4939) 7399-2390
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ATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL PRELIIVIINARY EXANIINATION REPORT

U /{L (per Article 36 and Rule 70)
(Rationalised Report according to the Notice of the President of the EPO published in the 0111/2001)

Apphcamls 0’ agent’: me reference See Notification of Transmittal of InternationalFOR FURTHER ACTION ~ - - -

Appln snapshot PCT Preliminary Exarrunanon Report (Form PCT/[PEA/416)
International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date (day/month/year)

PCT/ GB 01/ 03387 27/07/2001 28/07/2000
International Patent Classification (IPC) or national classification and [PC

G06F3/ 00

Applicant

SYMBIAN LIMITED et: al.

This international preliminary examination report has been prepared by this International Preliminary Examining
Authority and is transmitted to the applicant according to Article 36.

This REPORT consists of a. total of 2 sheets, including this cover sheet.

[:1 This report is also accompanied by ANNEXES. i.e., sheets of the desuiption, claims and/or drawings which havebeen amended and are the basis for this report and/or sheets containing rectifications made before this Authority
(see Rule 70.16 and Section 607 of the Administrative Instructions under the PCT’).

These annexes consists of a total of sheets.

This report contains indications relating to the following items:

Basis of the report

Priority

Nomestablishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Lack of unity of invention

Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Certain documents cited

Certain defects in the international application

Certain observations on the international application

Date of submission of the demand Date of completion of this report

27/02/2002 07/11/2002

Name and mailing address of the IPEAI Authorized offioer

—:: European Patent Office NESSMANN C AD-80293 Munich

.0 Tel. (+4949) 23994), Tx: 523656 epmu d »
Fax: (+ 49.39) 2399-4465 Tel. (+ 49.39) 2399 2828

Form PCT/[PEA/409 (cover sheet) P20476 (October 2002)
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY International application NoPC.'I‘/ GB 01/ 03387
EXAMINATION REPORT

Basis fthe r port

The basis of this international preliminary examination is the application as originally filed.

Fleasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step or
industrial applicability

In light of the documents cited in the international search report, it is considered
that the invention as defined in at least some of the claims does not appear to meet
the criteria mentioned in Article 33(1) PCT, i.e. does not appear to be novel and/or to
involve an inventive step (see international search report, in particular the documents
cited X and/or Y and corresponding claim references).

Form PCT/409NE1 (EPO-03-2002) P20752
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ATENT COOPERATION TREAT\.
From the INTERNATIONAL BUREAU

PCT -ORIGIN LIMITED
52 Muswell Hill Road

NOTICE INFORMING THE APPLICANT OF THE _ London N10
COMMUNICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL ‘_ ’

APPLICATION TO THE DESIGNATED OFFICES ’

(PCT Rule 47.1(c), first sentence)

= ' ’ I ' I A International filing date (day/monthlyear) Priority date (day/monthlyearl
PCT/GB01/03387 ‘ 27 July 2001 (27.07.01) 28 July 2000 (28.07.00)

Applicant V
SYMBIAN LIMITED et al

1. Notice is hereby given that the International Bureau has communited, as provided in Article 20, the international application
to the following designated Offices on the date indicated above as the date of mailing of this notice:

US

In accordance with Rule 47.1(c), third sentence, those Offices will accept the present notice as conclusive evidence that
the communication of the international application has duly taken place on the date of mailing indicated above and no copy
of the international application is required to be furnished by the applicant to the designated 0ffice(s).

. The following designated Offices have waived the requirement for such a communication at this time:
CN,EP,JP

The communication will be made to those Offices only upon their request. Furthermore, those Offices do not require the
applicant to furnish a copy of the international application (Rule 49.1 (a-bis)).

. Enclosed with this notice is a copy of the international application as published by the International Bureau on
07 February 2002 (0102.02) under No. WO 02/10893

REMINDER REGARDING CHAPTER II (Article 31(2)(a) and Rule 54.2)
If the applicant wishes to postpone entry into the national phase until 30 months (or later in some Offices) lrom the priority
date, a demand for international preliminary examination must be filed with the competent International Preliminary
Examining Authority before the expiration oI19 months from the priority date.
It is the applicant's sole responsibility to monitor the 19-month time limit.

Note that only an applicant who is a national or resident of a PCT Contracting State which is bound by Chapter ll has the
right to file a demand for international preliminary examination (at present, all PCT Contracting States are bound by Chapter ll).

REMINDER REGARDING ENTRY INTO THE NATIONAL PHASE (Article 22 or 39(1))
If the applicant wishes to proceed with the international application in the national phase, he must, within 20 months
or 30 months. or later in some Offices, perform the acts referred to therein before each designated or elected Office.

For further important information on the time limits and acts to be performed for entering the national phase, see the
Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 (Notification of Receipt of Record Copy) and the PCT Applicant's Guide, Volume II.

A h ' ff"
The International Bureau of WIPO at omed 0 Ice’

34, chemin des Colombettes J_ Zahra1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Facsimile No. (41-22) 740.1435 Telephone No. (41-22) 338.91.I‘I
Form PCT/IB/308 (April 2001) 4631685
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The demand must befiled directly with the competent International Preliminary Examining Authority or, iftwo or more Authorities are competent, with

I the one chosen by the applicant. Thefull name or two—letter code ofthat Authority may be indicated by the applicant on the line below:

‘ IPEAI

‘ PCT

DEMAND

under Article 31 of the Patent Cooperation Treaty:
The undersigned requests that the international application specified below be the subject of

international preliminary examination according to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

For International Preliminary Examining Authority use only

Identification of IPEA Date of recei t of DEMAND

Applicant's or agent's file reference

Box No. I IDENTIFICATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION Appln Snapshot PCT

International application No. International filing date (day/montluyear) (Earliest) Priority date (day/month/year)

PCT/GB01/03387 27 July 2001 (27.07.01) 28 July 2000 (28.07.00)

Title of invention

Computing device with improved user interface for applications

Box No. II APPLlCANT(S)

Name and address: (Family namefollowed by given name; for a legal entity, fiill oflicial Telephone No.:
designation, The address must include postal code and name ofcountry.)

Symbian Limited Facsimile No.2
Sentinel House
16 Harcourt Street
-London

Wfl-I IDS

GB
State (i. e. country) of nationality: State (i. e. country) of residence:
GB GB

Name and address: (Family name followed by given name: for a legal entity, full oflicial designation. The address must include postal code and
name ofcountry.)

Magyn, Matthieu Kennedy
61 Sttahan Road

London
E3 SDA
GB

State (:2 e. country) of nationality: State (i.e. country) of residence:
GB GB

Name and address; (Family namefollowed by given name: for a legal entity. full oflcial designation. The address must include postal code and name of
country.)

State (i. e. country) of nationality: State (i.e. country) of residence:

E Further applicants are indicated on a continuation sheet.

Form PCT/IPEA/401 (first sheet) (January 1994; reprint January 1996) See Notes to the demandfarm
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International application No.

Sheet No. . . . 2. . . . PCT/GB01/03387

Box No. [II AGENT OR COMMON REPRESENTATIVE; OR ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE

The following person is agent [j common representative
and has been appointed earlier and represents the a.pplicarit(s) also for international preliminary examination.

I: is hereby appointed and any earlier appointment of (an) agent(s)/common representative is hereby revoked.
is hereby appointed, specifically for the procedure before the International Preliminary Examining Authority, in addition to the
agent(s)/common representative appointed earlier.

Name and address: (Family namefollowed by given name; for a legal entity, full of/icial Telephone No.:
designation. The address must include postal code and name ofcountry.) +44_208_444_21 48

Origin Lirnited Facsimile No.:
52 Muswell Hill Road

London N1 0 3]R +44-208-444-41 37
GB

Teleprinter No.:

‘j Mark this check-box where no agent or common representative is/has been appointed and the space above is used instead to indicate aspecial address to which correspondence should be sent.

Box No. IV STATEMENT CONCERNING AMENDMENTS

The applicant wishes the international Preliminary Examining Authority*

(i) to start the international preliminary examination on the basis of the international application as originally filed.

(ii) I: to take into account the amendments under Article 34 of

1:, the description (amendments attached).

I: the claims (amendments attached).

ij the drawings (amendments attached).

to take into account any amendments of the claims under Article 19 filed with the lntemational Bureau (a copy is attached).

to disregard any amendments of the claims made under Article 19 and to consider them as reversed.

to postpone the start of the international preliminary examination until the expiration of 20 months from the priority date unless that
Authority receives a copy of any amendments made under Article 19 or a notice from the applicant that he does not wish to make such
amendments (Rule 69.1(d)). (This check-box may be marked only where the time limit under Article 19 has not yet expired)

Where no check«box is marked, international preliminary examination will start on the basis of the international application as
originally filed or, \vhere a copy of amendments to the claims under Article 19 and/or amendments of the international application under
Article 34 are received by the lntemational Preliminary Examining Authority before it has begun to draw up a written opinion or the
international preliminary examination report, as so amended.

Box No. V ELECTION OF STATES

g The applicant hereby elects all eligible States (that is, all States which have been designated and which are bound by Chapter II of thePCT) except ..

the -applicant does not wish to-elect certain eligible States, the name(s) or country code(3) ofthose States I1-I-1.451 be indicated above.)

Fonn PCT/IPEA/401 (second sheet) (January 1994; reprint January 1996) See Notes to the demandfarm
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lntemational application No.

PCT/GB01/03387

Box No. VI CHECK LIST

The demand is accompanied by the following documents for the For International Preliminary
purposes of international preliminary examination: Examining Authority use only

I. amendments under Article 34 received not reoeivcd

description
claims

drawings

letter accompanying amendments
under Article 34

copy of amendments under Anicle 19

copy of statement under Article 19

other (specify):

The demand is also accompanied by the item(s) marked below:

1. :1 separate signed power of attorney 4. fee calculation sheet

2. ‘:1 copy of general power of attorney 5. El other (specifir):
3. Q statement explaining lack of signature

Box No. VII SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, AGENT OR COMMON REPRESENTATIVE

Next to each signature, indicate the name ofthe person signing and the capacity in which the person signs (ifsuch capacity is not obviousfrom
reading the demand}.

ORIGIN LIMITED

(PETER LANGLEY; DIRECTOR)

For International Preliminary Examining Authority use only

I. Date of actual receipt of DEMAND:

Adjusted date of receipt of demand due
to CORRECTIONS under Rule 60.1(b):

The date of receipt of the demand is AFTER the expiration of 19 months I: The applicant has beenfrom the priority date and item 4 or 5, below, does not apply. infonned accordingly.

Although the date of receipt of the demand is after the expiration of 19 months from the priority date, the delay in arrival is EXCUSEDursuant to Rule 82.

For International Bureau use only
Demand received from IPEA on:

Form PCT/IPEA/401 (last sheet) (January 1994; reprint January 1996) See Notes to the demandform
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FEE RECORD SHEET

02/04/2003 GFREYI 00000123 10343333
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PTO-1556
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ADDliCatIon or Docket Number
PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD '
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D scription

The invention relates to the interface between a us-

er and an electronic device, the so called man-machine

interface in general, and to adapting a menu-based in-
terface to the personal requirements of the user in par-
ticular. The most advantageous application of the inven-
tion is in mobile phones with a display, but it can also be
used in other electronic devices.

Many modern electronic devices are designed as
menu-controlled. In thetollowing, adigital mobile station

with a display is described by way of example. but with
certain generalizations, the description also pertains to
many other kinds of devices. Because the display of the

mobile station is small, it can only display a very small
menu with a limited number of options at a time. in order
to implement a wide range of control possibilities, the
menus are divided into several levels, forming a hierar-
chical tree structure. On the upper level, the user selects
a certain group of functions, whereby a number of lower
level operations belonging to the selected group is
shown on the display. The most common way of ex-
pressing the selection is to use certain control and func-

tion keys. In this patent application, the entity formed by
the display, menus and keys is called the Man Machine
Interface (MMl).

A typical MMI of a mobile station and the tree struc-
ture of its menus is known, for example, from the oper-
ation manual of the Nokia 2110 mobile station published
by Nokia Mobile Phones. The user can perform a large
number of different selections controlling the operation
of the mobile station by using three or four control keys.
However, the large number of consecutive keystrokes
needed is often a problem. As an example, we can im-
agine a situation in which the user wants to change the
alarm sound from an ordinary alarm to a mere beep. The
user presses the Menu key and then selects the option
corresponding to the alarm sound by arrow keys. With
a certain Stan key, the user can display the various pos-
sibilities for the alarm sound, from which he selects the

desired alternative by pressing the arrow keys. To con-
firm the selection, the OK and Exit keystrokes are still
needed. Seven keystrokes, including all the four control
keys, are needed to complete the entire procedure. Be-
cause of meetings or other occasions where a different

telephone behaviour is required, the user may have to
change the alarm sound several times during the day,
in which case he may find the long series of keystrokes
frustrating.

A few prior art solutions to the problem described
above are known. For example, the user of the Nokia
2110 mobile station can memorize the numbers of the

most frequently used menus and functions, whereby he
can get the desired function on the display by pressing
the Menu key and selecting the correct number with the
numeric keys of the mobile station. However, this solu-
tion requires menorizing numbers with as much as five
digits, which is not suitable for all users. The Motorola

Micro T.A.C 8400 has agesponding system, in which
the numbers of the nine functions regarded as the most
common have only one digit, whereby the user selects
the desired function by pressing a certain arrow key and
one numeric key 1-9. Motorola's solution does not help
a user who often needs a function which was not regard-
ed as common by the manufacturer, who has therefore
not added it to the quick selections. Besides, even mem-
orizing one-digit numbers correctly is difficult for many
users.

The patent application GB-2 293 951 discloses a
mobile station and a menu system for using it, consisting
of branches equipped with titles, subtitles, sub-subtitles
and selections. The user can either browse a short

menu. which contains only some of the titles, or a long
menu, which contains all the titles. By using certain se-
ries of keystrokes, the user can also move titles from the
short menu to the long menu or vice versa. In this solu-

tion, the user must be able to use complicated key com-
mands of the mobile station.

The patent specification Fl-89652 and a corre-
sponding United States patent US-5 267 308 describe
a telephone memo, in which the mobile station sorts the

telephone numbers in an order accordingtothe frequen-
cy of use. However, in order to start using the telephone
memo, the user must use menu commands as usually,
and so this solution does not make the problem of the
present menu-based MMI any easier. Some methods
for adapting menu-based interfaces to the user's re-
quirements are known from software intended for per-
sonal computers. In many programs of the Microsoft
company, a certain menu includes a list of recently ac-
cessed files, whereby the user can open the file by se-
lecting its name from the menu. However, the frequently
used function or file is not always the same as the one
that was used last; if the user handles dozens of files a

day, only a few of which are needed often, their names
may be dropped from the list when the user accesses

otherfiles. It is also a known technique that the user can
remove commands he regards as unnecessary from the
program menus and add new commands based on self-

made macros. However, the large display of a personal
computer allows using large menus with many diflerent
alternatives, and thus the known solutions cannot as

such be applied to devices such as mobile stations,
which have a small display with a modest resolution.
Even if the user of a mobile station can add the desired

commands to a certain menu of the prior art kind, he
would nevertheless either have to browse the menu with

the function keys to find the desired option or remember
the number of the option added, whereby no real advan-
tage compared to the prior art would be achieved.

The object of this invention is to present a method
by which the user can select the desired options by
means of a menu-based MMI quickly and easily. It is
also an object of the invention to present a method by
which the quick use of a menu-based interface can be
(‘) Registered trademark of the Motorola Company
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modified to correspond to the Mm needs of the us-
ers. In addition, it is an object of the invention to present
an electronic device, in which the control method ac-

cording to the invention is used.
The objects of the invention are achieved by adding

to the menu-based MMI a special menu of the often
needed functions and by selecting the options of this
menu according to the user's needs.

The method according to the invention is character-
ized in that as a response to the user's operation, certain
options intended to be the most easily selected are col-
lected to a certain menu.

The invention also relates to a man-machine inter-

face for controlling the electronic device. The interface
according to the invention is characterized in that it com-
prises a certain menu for showing the options which the
user wants to be the most easily selected, whereby the
options contained in the menu are determined on the
basis of the user's operation.

According to the invention, a new menu branch is
added on a suitable level of the branched, tree-like

menu structure, preferably on the upmost level, for the
most frequently used functions. Most advantageously,
the new menu is located high up in the hierarchical menu
structure, so that opening or displaying it does not re-
quire many keystrokes. Alternatively, it is possible to
specify a certain simple key command,'by which the us-
er can always display the menu of the most frequently

used functions regardless of the level on which the
menu is located and which other part of the menu struc-
ture is displayed at the beginning. In the following, the
menu of the frequently used functions is called the MUM
(Most Used Menu) for shortness.

in order that the MUM would be useful for the user

in all situations, the user must be able to influence the

contents of the menu. A MUM according to the invention
can either be updated automatically, whereby the mo-
bile station or other device in question itself records the
frequency of various operations and produces the se-
lections corresponding to the most often used functions
to the menu according to the invention, or the user can
determine the contents of the menu by using key com-
mands. Various compromises can also be formed of
these two alternatives, whereby the user, for example,
selects the functions contained in the menu. but the de-

vice arranges the menu so that the most often used
function is always the first in the menu. The MMI can
also include a function in which the user selects which

procedure he wants to use for maintaining a MUM menu
according to the invention.

In the embodiment of the invention in which the user
selects the functions to be included in the menu accord-

ing to the invention by key commands, the functions se-
lected need not be the most often needed functions. The

usercan also place a rarely neededfunction in the MUM
for it to be available as easily as possible when quick
action is required.

In the following, the invention will be described in

more detail with referen! to the exemplary embodi-
ments and the appended drawings, in which

Figure 1a shows the proceeding of an embodiment
of the method according to the invention
as a state diagram,

shows the maintenance of the MUM in

the case of Figure ta,

Figure 1b

shows the maintenance of the MUM in

another case,
Figure 2a

Figure 2b shows the proceeding of a second em-
bodiment of the method according to the
invention as a state diagram,

shows the proceeding of a third embod-
iment of the method according to the in-
vention as a state diagram, and

Figure 4 shows a block diagram of a mobile sta-
tion according to the invention.

In the figures, the same reference numbers are
used for corresponding pans.

Figure 1a shows a state diagram, in which rectan-
gles are used to depict the states of the controlled elec-

tronic device and circles to depict the key commands by
which the state is changed. With regard tothe invention,
it does not matter in which state the user starts using
the Most Used Menu. The text "basic state" used to de-

scribe state 1 in the figure means this staning state. At
point 2, the user gives a certain key command K1, such
as a long press of the Menu key. By this command, the
device is switched tothe MUM state 3, in which it shows
the user the alternatives in the Most Used Menu. To ad-

vantage, the display of the device has a cursor or other
pointer to indicate which of the menu alternatives has
been selected. In state 3, the cursor indicates the first

function of the MUM, which is here called function A1,
and which the user can perform by pressing the OK key

at point 4. The other functions of the menu from A2 to
AN require moving the cursor at the desired function by
pressing the up and down arrow keys 5, 6 before press-
ing the OK key. Using the menu by the arrow and OK
keys is a technique known as such. The invention does
not limit the number of functions in the Most Used Menu.

Figure 1b shows the formation and maintenance of
the Most Used Menu in the case that the device which

is the object of the invention performs the procedures
relating tothe formation and maintenance automatically.
Forming a user-specific menu for use according to the
invention requires that a certain capacity is reserved for
this in the memory of the device. in an embodiment in
which the device updatesthe Most Used Menu automat-

ically, the memory of the device must also contain an
array which describes the frequency of the functions
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selects a certain function from a menu, as in block 10,

the device adds an entry to the frequency array at the
function as in block 11 and updates the Most Used
Menu, orfills it with the most used functions in the array,
as in block 12. In this embodiment, the device only
records the lowest level functions of the menus and not

the menus or submenus, because otherwise the upper
level menus would be automatically the most often
used; they are used frequently when the user moves
through them to the lower menu levels. The functions

from A, to AN are here ordered according to the fre-
quency of use.

For saving calculation capacity, filling the Most
Used Menu, the operation of block 12, can be condition-
al so that it takes place only when as a result of an entry
made in the frequency array, the observed frequency of
use of a function in the array becomes higher than a
certain threshold value, for instance three times a day.
Operation according to block 12 can also take place at
a specified time, whereby the device can update the
Most Used Menu once in an hour, for example.

In an embodiment, in which the userdetermines the

contents of the MUM manually, adding a certain opera-
tion to the array takes place according to Figure 2a, for
instance. The user retrieves the text indicating the de-
sired function according to block 20, in a well known
manner. After this, the user gives a certain key com-
mand according to block 21, such as a long press of the
OK key. The device can add the function to the MUM
directly or ask the user to confirm this by pressing the
OK key again, as in block 22. After the confirm com-
mand, the device adds the function to the MUM, as in
block 23. In an embodiment based on manual mainte-

nance, the function to be added to the MUM can be a
function of the lowest level of the menus or a certain

menu or submenu. The order of thelunctions B, - BN is
determined by which function the user wants to be the
most easily accessible (with the fewest keystrokes) (B1),
which the next easily accessible (B2) and so forth. From
Figure 2b it can easily be seen how many keystrokes
are required by each function.

One simple way by which the user can determine a
certain place for a desired function in a manually main-
tained Most Used Menu, is using the numeric keys in-
stead of or in addition to the OK key when the user ac-
cepts the desired function to the Most Used Menu. It can
be assumed, for instance, that the user wants a certain

function to appear as the second in the MUM (function

B2 in Figure 2b). When the user selects this function ac-
cording to Figure 2a, he gives a long press of the OK
key at block 21 and presses the numeric key 2 at block
22. it is also possible to present a combined embodi-
ment, in which the user selects which functions should
be included in the MUM, but the terminal device deter-

mines the mutual order of the functions automatically so
that the most frequently used of the functions selected
by the user is the first in the MUM, the next frequently

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, re-
moving functions from the MUM is done in the same way
as adding functions, as shown in Figure 2a. The user
retrieves the MUM to the display, moves the cursor at
the function which he wants to remove, and gives a long
press of the OK key. The device can remove the function
from the MUM directly or at first ask the user to press
the OK key again for confirmation. If the Most Used
Menu is full, but the user tries to add one more function

to it, the device can either notify that the menu is full and
ask the user to remove a function, or it can automatically
remove the last or least used function from the menu.

Figure 3 shows a combination of the embodiments

described above. The functions from A1 to AN are func-
tions of the MUM, which the device has included in the

MUM according totheirfrequency of use, like in the case

of Figures 1a and 1b above. The functions from B, to
BN have been added to the MUM manually by the user
in the same way as in the case of Figures 2a and 2b.
When the user has reached the MUM state 3, he can

start function A, by pressing the OK key or browse the
list of A functions or B functions by pressing the arrow
keys 5 and 6. Like in Figures la and 2b, the functions of
the MUM form a |oop—like list, which means that after
pressing a certain arrow key consecutively as many
times as there are functions in the MUM, the user is at

the same point in the menu as before the keystrokes on
the arrow key. There is no advantage in keeping a ce r-
tain function in the MUM in more than one place. if, for

instance, the user has selected function B4 in the MUM
and uses it so often that the device includes it in the A

functions, such as function A2, it is advantageous to skip
this function in the B group, whereby one press of the

arrow key moves the cursor in the MUM directly from B2
to B5 or vice versa. It is also possible to present an em-
bodiment as in Figure 3, in which the device does not
include in the A functions any of the functions selected
by the user manually in the MUM as a B function.

The functions of the Most Used Menu can also con-

tain links to other functions, particularly in an embodi-
ment in which the device automatically measures the
frequency of occurrence of various functions. it is name-
ly typical of certain situations that the user must make
many consecutive changes of operation. For example,
a mobile phone user who is leaving a meeting often
wants to switch the sound alarm and key sounds on and
the call transfer off. The most often used of these func-

tions is switching the sound alarm, and thus it is likely
to be included in the MU M with the highest priority. When
the user accepts the switching on of the sound alarm by
pressing the OK key, the mobile station detects that in
a certain frequency array modelling the sequence of
functions. the switching of the sound alarm is often fol-
lowed by the switching of the key sounds. Thus the de-
vice automatically moves the cursor in the display to in-

dicate the switching of the key sounds, whereby the user
only needs to press the OK key again to select this func-
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tion or press ignore, it he doegwant to switch the
key sounds on.

In order to form a frequency array for modelling the
linked function groups or the sequence of functions, the
device continuously follows the functions selected by
the user and saves information on which operations the
user selects consecutively within a certain short period
of time, for instance during one minute. it is then not
expected that the user would select certain functions al-
ways in the same order. For example, the consecutive
switching off of the key sounds and sound alarm and the
activation of the call transfer in this order are statistically,
as a function group, the same as the switching off of the
sound alarm followed by the switching off of the key
sounds and the activation of the call transfer in this or-

der, within the specified period.
It is common that the user frequently needs func-

tions of the ON-OFF type in his device, such as switch-

ing the call transfer on and off. Because the switching
on is always at some next stage followed by switching
off and vice versa, the user uses both of these functions

equally often. Thus the Most Used Menu should have
two alternatives with the same frequency: switching on
and off. However, this is not practical, because when the
call transfer is switched on, the only possible function is
switching it off and vice versa. Therefore it is recom-
mended to arrange the MUM according to the invention
practically so that the device examines which of the ON-
OFF statees is in use and shows in the Most Used Menu

only the alternative for changing the state. There can
also be more than two mutually exclusive alternatives,
that is, there may be the alternatives A, B, C and D avail-
able for a function, and only one of them, a function or
a group of functions, is possible at a time.

Figure 4 shows a simplified block diagram of a mo-

bile station, The microphone 40, the transmission block
48, the duplexing block 47, the reception block 43 and
the speaker 49 can be of the prior art kind, as well as
the display 41, in which the mobile station shows the
user the function menus. among other things, and the
keypad 42, by which the user gives the mobile station
key commands. The control block 44 is preferably a well
known microprocessor, which controls the operation of
the mobile station by executing a program saved in the
memory 45. The memory 45 can be an integral part of
the mobile station, or it can be partly located in a sepa-
rate storage medium, such as a SIM card (Subscriber
Identity Module). The lower part of the Figure shows the
contents of the memory 45 in more detail. The block 45a
contains the names and/or other identification codes of
the functions which form the Most Used Menu at a time.

The block 45b is an array, which contains the values de-
scribing the frequency of use of each function. On the
basis of the values contained in block 45b, the mobile

station can maintain the MUM automatically. The block
45c contains information of mutually exclusive func-

tions, of which it is practical to have only one or a certain
smaller group at a time in the Most Used Menu. Using

the block 45 takes placghat always before showing
the Most Used Menu or a part of in the display, the mo-
bile station checks the functions of the MUM one by one
by comparing them to the contents of the block 45c. If it
appears for a function that in the present situation it is
not possible or practical to show it in the MUM, it is left
out of it for the time being.

Block 45d contains the whole menu structure, that
is, all the functions of all the menus and information of

their mutual relations (which functions belong to which
menu etc). This is the necessary basis that enables
showing menus to users. Block 45e contains the links
between consecutive operations, or in other words, in-
formation of the groups or chains of operations which
the user often uses in connection with one another. The

block 45e can be arranged in two parts (not shown in
the figure) so that the first part only comprises those
function groups which include functions used at least

three times in connection with one another during the
last two weeks, for example; these are mutually linked
functions, whereby as a result of performing one of
them, the mobile station immediately offers the user the
next function of the same group. The second part can
comprise those function groups which include functions
used once or twice in connection with one another dur-

ing the last two weeks; these groups are "candidates"
for the first part, and they are moved to it if the detected
frequency of use of the functions in connection with one
another grows high enough. The block 45f contains, in
a known manner, a program code by which the control
block 44 controls the operation of the mobile station.
Naturally, the memory 45 can also contain a lot of other
information.

Many modern, portable communication devices

provide various program applications which are not re-
lated to the actual use of the mobile station in the same

way as the properties mentioned above, such as setting
the sound alarm and the key sounds and using the call
transfer. Examples of such applications include an in-
ternet connection, teleshopping, telebanking, calendar
and games. The invention can also be applied in con-
nection with the program applications, either so that
commands relating to the applications are in the same
Most Used Menu as the menu options relating to the
normal use of the mobile station, or so that there are

separate Most Used Menus for the program applications
and the normal use properties. Combining intothe same
menu can take place directly, whereby all the functions
and application commands are in the menu in an abso-

lute order by the frequency of use or in an user-specified
order, or, for example, ordered by the principle shown
in Figure 2b, whereby pressing an "up" arrow key from

the “topmost” function of the MUM (function A1 in Figure
2b) is browsing towards the program applications, and
pressing a "down" arrow key is browsing towards the
functions related to the normal use properties.

The invention provides an advantage as compared
to the prior art, because the number of keystrokes or
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other commands required by “lost frequent func-
tions in controlling the electronic device is reduced. In
addition. the degree of necessity and generality of the
functions can be personally decided by each user. It is
clearto a person skilled in the art that the key commands
named above, such as pressing the Menu and OK keys,
are used by way of example and do not limit the inven-
tion. Many different methods of giving commands are
known in the technology of devices controlled by key
commands, which methods can be applied in the case
of the present invention. In addition, there are voice-con-
trolled electronic devices, to which the invention can al-

so be applied, whereby the opening of the Most Used
Menu is performed by a certain speech command, and
moving the cursor in the menu and selecting a certain
option are performed by other speech commands.

Claims

1. A man-machine interface for controlling an elec-
tronic device, which interface comprises menus for
showing alternative functions to the user, charac-
terized in that it comprises a certain menu for show-

ing the options (A1 - AN, - B1 - BN) which shoud be
the most easily selected, whereby the options con-
tained in said menu are determined on the basis of

the user's operation.

A method for implementing the interaction between
the electronic device and its user in an electronic

device, in which method options are shown in the
form of menus, characterized in that as a response
to the user's operation, certain options intended to

be the most easily selected (A, - AN, B1 - BN) are
collected to a certain menu.

A method according to Claim 2, characterized in
that said options intended to be the most easily se-
lecfed are determined as a response to commands
given by the user for selecting certain options (21,
22).

A method according to Claim 2, characterized in
that said options intended to be the most easily se-
Iected are determined on the basis of how often the

user selects each option (11).

A method according to Claim 3 or 4, characterized
in that while the options intended to be the most

easily selected comprise at least two mutually ex-
clusive options, said menu shows only those of the
mutually exclusive options which are possible to
perform in the state of operation of the device at the
moment.

A method according to any one of the Claims 2 to
5, chara teriz d in that as a response to a com-

15

9°mand given by the er, which command corre-
sponds to selecting a certain first option from said
menu, the next option shown by the device is the

one which on the basis of previous use is the most
likely to follow said first option.

A mobile station arranged to show function options
as a response to control commands, characterized
in that it is equipped (45a) to specify a certain group
of most often used functions and to display (41)
these functions in a certain menu of the most used

functions as a response to a certain first control
command.

A mobile station according to Claim 7, character-
lzed in that it is also equipped to perceive that cer-
tain functions are repeatedly used in connection
with one another, and to form linked groups of these
functions (45c), whereby as a response to the user's
selection and execution of a function belonging to
a linked function group, the mobile station offers the
user another function belonging to the same linked
function group.

A mobile station according to Claim 7, character-
ized in that in the case of mutually exclusive func-
tions (45c), it shows in said menu of the most used

functions only the functions that can be performed
in the state of operation at the moment.
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(54) Disposiiif électronique a écran eomportant un menu susceptible d'étre personnalisé par un
utilisateur

(57) L'invention concerne un dispositif élecironique
3 écran doté d'une mémoire (34) pour stocker un menu
compose d'éiéments susceptibles d'étre paraméirés
par un utilisateur, d'un dispositif d'afiichage (11) pour
afficher Iedit menu a I'écran et d'un dispositif de person-
nalisation (31, 32) pour personnaliser |'affichage dudit
menu. II comporte un dispositif de verroui||age/déver-
rouiliage (38) pour mettre en position verroui|ié/déver-
rouillé des paramétres du menu, et un dispositif
d'affichage/masquage (11. 30. 35) coopérant avec Ie
dispositif de verrouiIiage/déverrouillage (38) pour afii-
cher (resp. masquer) séiectivement Ies éléments de
menu doni Ies paramétres sont mis en position "déver-
rouillé" (resp. "verrouii|é").

Applications ztéléphones portables et tous disposi-
tifs a écrans dotés d'un menu.
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Desert ptlon

L'invention concerne un‘apparei| electronique a
ecran, comportant :

une memoire pour stocker un menu compose d'ele-
ments de menu susceptibles d'etre parametrés par
un utilisateur,

un dispositit cfaftichage pour afficher ledit menu a
l'ecran.

un dispositit de personnalisation pour personnaliser
raffichage dudit menu.

Les appareils electroniques a ecran actuels.
notamment les telephones fixes ou portables, otfrent un
choix de fonctions plus en plus grand a l'utilisateur. Par
exemple. de nombreux radiotelephones proposent des
fonctions de messagerie vocale, transfert d'appeI,
reglage de nombreux parametres tels que le niveau
sonore. le type de sonnerie, l'activation d'un signal lumi-
neux pour indiquer la décharge de la batterie, etc.

Cependant, la plupart des utilisateurs de ces appa-
reils n'utilisent fréquemment qu'un tres petit nombre
seulement de Ieurs fonctions. D'une part, parce qu'i|
n'ont pas besoin de toutes les fonctions proposees ou
que letter! a fournir pour étudier la documentation de
l'appareil leur semble relativement important par rap-

port au benetice qu'ils en attendent, d‘autre part, parce
que le prix d'abonnement a certaines de ces fonctions
est jugé excessif. Ainsi. de nombreux utilisateurs
s'abonnent au minimum de fonctions necessaires a leur

utilisation personnelle bien qu'elles apparaissent toutes
au menu de leur appareil. Par consequent. ces menus
standards se sont reveles inadaptés a une utilisation
quotidienne et efficace pour la plupart des utilisateurs.

Des recherches ont donc ete faites dans le but de

faciliter l'utiIisation des menus de ces appareils destinés
a un large public.

Un systeme de menu definissable par l'uti|isateur
est oonnu du brevet francais publie sous le numero
2731578. ll permet a I'utilisateur de creer son propre
menu en selectionnam dans un menu standard, les ele-

ments dont il a le plus souvent besoin, pour les recopier
dans un menu personnel. L'utilisateur pressé pourra
donc acceder presque directement a la tonction qu'il
recherche au moyen de son menu personnel.

Un tel systeme de menu, bien qu‘il propose a l’utili-
sateur un menu de taille reduite donc plus vite exploita-
ble presente néanmoins des inconvénients.

La creation du menu personnel prévoyant de réser-
ver dans la memoire de l'appareil la place necessaire au
stockage dudit menu, constitue un premier inconvé-
nient. En effet ces elements, reoopies du menu stan-
dard. sont redondants et augmentent la quantité de
memoire necessaire a Itmplantation du menu. Or. la
capacite de stockage des appareils de ce type etant
Iimitee, la taille du menu personnel se trouve de ce fait
egalement limitee. Entin. et cela constitue un deuxieme

10

inconveniem. la programmnde ce menu personnel
n'est pas aisee pour un public non expérimente qui
recherche avant tout une utilisation simple de son appa-
reil. De plus. en cas de pret de I'appareil, son proprie-
taire peut retrouver son menu personnel modifié. et
devoir le reprogrammer.

Un objet de la presente invention est de remedier
dans une large mesure a ces inconvénients et de pré-
voir un appareil electronique a écran, comportant un
systeme de menu susceptible d'etre contigure selon les
besoins de l'utiIisateur, economique en terme de place
memoire et dont la manipulation est simple et rapide.

Pour cela. un appareil du genre mentionné dans le
preambule est caracterise en ce que ledit dispositit de
personnalisation comporte :

un dispositit de verrouillage/deverrouillage pour
mettre en position verrouille/déverrouille des para-
metres des elements de menu,

un dispositit d'attichagelmasquage cooperant avec
le dispositit de verrouillage/déverrouilIage pour affi-
cher (resp. masquer) selectivement les elements
de menu dont les parametres sont mis en position
"deverroui||e" (resp. "verroui|le").

Selon une caractéristique importante de |'invention,
un appareil du type mentionné ci-dessus. comportant

de plus. un clavier muni d'un ensemble de touches, est
remarquable en ce qu‘i| est prévu un premier mode
d'utilisation dudit appareil, appelé mode manuel. dans
lequel le dispositit de verrouillage/deverrouillage est
oommandé a partir d‘au moins une touche dudit clavier.

Dans ce mode manuel. l'utilisateur configure lui-

meme le menu standard selon ses propres besoins a
l'aide du clavier de son appareil.

Selon une autre caractéristique importante de
l'invention, un appareil du type deja mentionné est
remarquable en ce qu'il est prevu un deuxieme mode

d'uti|isation dudit appareil, appelé mode automatique,
dans lequel un dispositit de comptage statistique du
taux d'uti|isation des elements de menu coopere avec Ie
dispositit de verrouillageddeverrouillage pour mettre
automatiquement les parametres desdits elements de
menu les plus (resp. moins) fréquemment utilises en
position "deverrouille" (resp. "verrouille").

Dans ce mode automatique, ledit menu est auto-
matiquement configure en tonction de la trequence
d'uti|isation de chaque element de menu. Ce dispositit
de comptage peut avantageusement comporter des
moyens de calcul utilisant une logique floue comme le
decrit la demande de brevet frangais deposee le 6 mars
1996 par la demanderesse sous le numero 9602813.
Ainsi. un appareil du type deja mentionné est caracté-
risé en ce que le dispositit de comptage statistique com-
porte :

- des moyens de modelisation du comportement de
|'utilisateur lorsqu'il parcourt le menu.
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- des moyens d'adaptation menu pour tenir
compte dudit comportement.

Selon l'invention, |'affectation d'un parametre d'un
element du menu standard ainsi que la decision d'affi-
cher Iedit element a l'ecran sont effectués, en mode

manuel, en une seule operation. En mode automatique,
Ies elements deje parametres Ies moins souvent utilises
sont automatiquement supprimes a l'affichage du menu
standard. Dans les deux modes, |'utilisateur dispose
d'un menu raocourci, dans Iequel il est plus facile de
trouver Ia fonction qu'i| utilise frequemment.

Ce systeme de menu permet également d'optimi-
ser |'utilisation de la mémoire puisqu‘on ne fait pas de
recopies. Les elements a afficher sont sélectionnes en
fonction : des choix de l'utiIisateur en mode manuel, de

la frequence d'uti|isation de ces elements en mode
automatique. De plus. l'invention permet, de facon tres
avantageuse. de restreindre Ie nombre d'eléments du
menu afin d'interdire I'acces de certaines fonctions a un

utilisateur occasionnel ou bien |'empecher de modifier
Ies parametres verrouilles.

La description suivante, faite en regard des dessins
ci-annexes, le tout donne a titre d'exemple non limitatif
fera bien comprendre comment l'invention peut etre rea-
lisée.

La figure 1 represente un exemple d'apparei| elec-
tronique 3 ecran selon l'invention.

La figure 2 represents une vue de face de l'appareil
represente a la figure 1.

La figure 3 represente :

- en A, un schema synoptique illustrant un circuit de
l'appareil represente a la figure 1,

- en B, une table de données illustrant a un instant

donné le contenu de la mémoire 32 faisant partie
du circuit represente an A.

Les figures 4 et 5 representent un organigramme
illustrant Ie fonctionnement du systeme de menu per-
sonnalise. dans deux configurations differentes.

La figure 6 represente en A et B deux tables de
données illustrant le contenu de la mémoire 32 a deux
instants differents.

L'apparei| electronique represente all Ia figure 1 est
un radiotelephone, mais le systeme de menu personne-
lise peut etre applique a tout autre appareil électronique
dote d'un processeur. d'une mémoire, d'un systeme
d'attichage et d'un clavier.

Le radiotélephone represente a la figure 1 com-
porte un boitier 10 renfermantdes circuits electroniques
dont celui represente a la figure 2, un ecran 11, un cla-
vier 12. un haut-parleur 13, un microphone 14, un dis-
positit d'emission/reception (non represente) cooperant
avec une antenna 15 pour echanger des signaux
radioelectriques avec un site de base 16. Le clavier 12
comporte deux sortes de touches zdes touches perma-
nentes qui ont la meme fonction quelque soit Ie contexte

de menu dans Iequel optrouve et des touches con-
textuelles dont la fonction depend de I'element de menu
affiche. Cette fonction est affichee e |'ecran au dessus
de la touche a actionner.

Dans un mode de realisation prefere de I'invention
represente a la figure 2, Ie clavier 12 comporte deux
touches oontextuelles 20 et 21 dont l'une, 20 a trois

fonctions et I'autre, 21 deux. La touche 20 permet selon
Ie contexte d'acceder au menu par la fonction MENU,
de sortir d'un programme par la fonction SORTIE et
d'invaIider un choix par la fonction NON. La touche 21

permet de selectionner un element de menu par la fonc-
tion OK at de valider un choix par la fonction OUI. Les
autres touches sont permanentes. Outre des touches
alphanumériques 22, une touche de correction 23 et

une touche de reoomposition automatique du dernier
numéro appele 24, le clavier comporte une touche de
direction 25 (une tleche vers Ie haut et une tleche vers
Ie bas) qui permet de faire defiler Ies elements de menu
a l'ecran 11. Les touches contextuelles OK, OUI et NON

permettent egalement d'actionner un dispositif de ver-
rouillageldeverrouillage represente a la figure 3 pour
mettre en position "verroui||e" ou "deverroui|lé" Ie para-
metre de l'element de menu prealablement selectionne
a lame de la touche OK.

La figure 3 montre le fonctionnement des dispositifs
de verrouillage/déverrouillage et d'aftichage/masquage.
Du point de vue materiel, ces dispositifs utilisent Ies

memes oomposants electroniques. ce qui explique
qu'ils soient representes en A par un seul schema.
Celui-ci montre comment cooperent l'organe de com-
mande 30 et |'interface homme/machine MM! (Man
Machine Interface) composée de I'ecran 1 1 et du clavier
12, pour mettre en oeuvre lesdits dispositifs de person-
nalisation du menu.

L'organe de commande 30 est compose d'un pro-
cesseur 31, d'une mémoire morte programmable elec-
triquement effagable 32. de type EEPROM (Electricaly
Erasable Programmable Flead Only Memory), d'une
mémoire vive a acces aleatoire 33 de type RAM (Ran-
dom Access Memory) et d'une mémoire morte 34 de
type ROM (Read Only Memory). Le programme princi-
pal de fonctionnement de l‘appareil ainsi que les diffe-
rents elements de menu sont stockes en mémoire

morte 34. La mémoire vive 33 est utilisée en parallele
avec la mémoire morte 34, pour positionner Ies varia-
bles utiles.

Les données parametriques des elements de menu
sont stockes en EEPROM 32 pour etre modifiees par
|‘utilisateur. Un reseau de bus 35 contient un bus d'inter-

ruptions pour transmettre Ies signaux du clavier 12 vers

le processeur 31 et un bus série du type l|C (Inter Inte-
grated Circuit) destine aux signaux transitant entre le
processeur 31, l'EEPROM 32 et l‘ecran 11. Le bus IIC

.dirige selectivement Ies données venant du processeur
31 vers leur destinataire, EEPROM 32 cu ecran 11,

selon qu'el|es doivent etre mises en mémoire ou affi-
chees. Par |'intermediaire du reseau de bus de données
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35, l'organe de commande 30 it les‘ signaux
d‘entree du clavier 12 pour lire les données des differen-
tes memoires 32, 33 et 34, les afficher sur I'ecran 11 et
eventuellement ecrire des données en EEPROM 32.

Un dispositif d'emission/reception 36 ooopere avec
les dispositifs precedemment decrits pour relier l'utilisa-
teur au réseau de radioteléphonie.

Les donnees de l‘EEPFlOM 32, correspondant aux
parametres des elements de menu que l'utilisateur peut
modifier sont stockees dans une table 38 representee
en B a la figure 3. Ces parametres sont references dans
la colonne de gauche a l'aide d'un numéro. Un drapeau
pouvant prendre quatre valeurs est associe a ohaque
parametre numerote et est mis a iour dans la colonne
de droite par le processeur 31 en fonction des informa-
tions qu'il recoit du clavier 11. Cheque drapeau emet un
signal destine au processeur 31 pour declencher le dis-
positif d'affichage/masquage. Les quatre valeurs de
drapeaux disponibles correspondent aux quatre etats
dans lesquels l'utilisateur peut placer les parametres
des elements de son menu. En B sur la figure 3 :

"Y" represente I'etat "valide/verrouille".
"N" represente l'etat "invalide/verrouille",
"y" represente l'etat ‘W/alide/deverrouille".
"n" represente |'etat "lnvalideldeverrouille".

Les drapeaux "y" et "n" emettent un signal pour ailicher
a l'ecran 11, les parametres auxquels ils sont affectes.
Sur l'exempIe represente, seuls les parametres des
deuxieme et quatrleme lignes de la table 38 seront affi-
ches a l'ecran 11.

Le fonctlonnement en mode manuel du dispositif de
personnalisation pour parametrer des elements du
menu va maintenant etre decrit depuis l'entree des don-
nees au clavier 12 jusqu'a Ieur affichage a I'ecran 11 en
reference aux figures 2 et 3. La description s‘appuiera
sur des exemples generant des ecritures dans la table
38 de la mémoire 32.

Selon un mode de realisation prefere de l'invention,
une pression de certaines touches du clavier 11, (les
touches 20 et 21 representees a la figure 2) declenche
une temporisafion, synchronisee sur l'horloge interne
du processeur 31, qui permet audit processeur 31
d'evaluer Ie temps de pression de ladite touche 20 cu
21 et d'emettre Ie signal adéquat pour executer la rou-
tine correspondant a la commande du clavier 1 1.

Par exemple. une Iongue (resp. courte) pression de
la touche contextuelle OUI (touche 21) du clavier 12
indique au processeur 31 qu'il doit affecter le drapeau
"Y" (resp. "y") dans la table 38, au parametre correspon-
dant a celui affiche a I'ecran 11, pour le mettre en posi-
tion "verrouille" (resp. "deverrouille"). De meme, une
Iongue (resp. courte) pression de la touche NON (tou-
che 20) lui indique qu'il doit affecter le drapeau "N"
(resp. "n") dans la table 38, au parametre correspon-
dant a celu_i affiche a I'ecran 11, pour le mettre en posi-
tion "verrouil|e" (resp. "deverrouille").

6

Comme indique ci-degrorgane 30 commande
également Ie dispositif d'affichage/masquage coope-
rant avec le dispositif de verrouillageldeverrouillage par
le bus de données IIC, pour masquer (resp. afficher) a
I'ecran 11, les elements de menu dont les parametres
sont verrouillés (resp. deverrouilles), c'est-a-dire affec-
tes des drapeaux "Y" ou "N" (resp. "y" ou "n").

Les organigrammes des figures 4 e1 5 illustrent sur
un exemple de menu. Ie fonctionnement, en mode
manuel, du dispositif de personnalisation.

L'exemple represente a la figure 4 cornporte des
sous menus dont la liste des elements est representee
par des paves identifies par des icones symbolisant Ieur
fonction. Les paves 40, 50. 60. 70 et 80 designent des
sous menus comportant chacun plusieurs elements a
parametrer. Le pave 40 designe le menu pour parame-
trer les options de configuration de l'interface MMI. Le
pave 50 designe le menu de choix du reseau de l'opera—
teur de radiotelephonie. Le pave 60 designe le menu de
oontrble d'appe|s permettant de visualiser des données
statistiques, par exemple la duree moyenne d'un appel,
etc. Le pave 70 designe le menu de securité permettant
de limiter l'acces de son telephone aux tiers, par exem-
ple en exigeant un code secret pour passer des appels.

Les fleches A et v de part et d'autre des traits fin
oontinus indiquent que le processeur 31 afliche de
facon sequentielle les elements du menu lorsque l'utili-
sateur actionne la touche de direction 25 representee a
la figure 2. Les fleches en gras indiquent que l‘element
de menu represente par le pave pointe. est selectionne
par la touche contextuelle OK du clavier 12. Les fleches
en trait interrompu indiquent que le processeur 31 peut
a tout moment revenir a l‘element d'entéte de sous

menu par la touche oontextuelle SORTIE.
Selon l‘element 401 a 404 du menu 40, selecfionne

par la touche OK du clavier. l'utilisateur peut choisir le
type de sonnerie de son appareil (401) ou son volume
(402), illuminer les touches du clavier (403) cu les ren-
dre sonores lorsqu'on les presse (404). Sur l‘exemple
de la figure 4, l‘element 404 a ete selectionne. Pour sim-
plifier, on oonsidere que cet element n'a qu'un parame-

‘ tre. Le processeur 31 affiche alors un ecran de menu
represente par le pave de decision 500 pour proposer a
I‘ utilisateur quatre possibilites W" et "N" pour
parametrer l‘element 404, correspondant aux quatre
valeurs de drapeaux disponibles dans la table 38. Le
processeur 31 affecte le drapeau "y" (resp. "n") lorsque
Ia touche contextuelle OUI (resp. NON) est actionnee
par une pression courte (fleche a une pointe). et le dra-
peau "Y" (resp. "N") lorsque Ia touche contextuelle OUI
(resp. NON) est actionnee par une pression Iongue (fle-
che a double pointe).

S‘il modifie souvent le parametre de l‘element 404.
l'utilisateur peut trouver commode de ne pas le ver-
rouiller pour que ledit element reste toujours visible au
menu de son appareil. Dans ce cas il effectue une pres-
sion courte de la touche contextuelle OUI (resp. NON)
pour commander au processeur 31 d'affecter Ie dra-
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peau "y" (resp. "n") au paramén l'eIement 404 dans
la table 38 pour rendre sonore (resp. silencieux) le cla-
vier de son telephone en position "deverrouille". Le dra-
peau "y" (resp. "n") génere alors un signal pour
commander au processeur 31 d'actionner le dispositif
daffichagejmasquage pour que le parametre de |‘e|e-
ment 404 soit affiche au menu. '

En revanche. si l'utilisateur modifie rarement ce

parametre ou souhaite empecher un tiers de le modifier

il peut le verrouiller pour qu'iI ne figure pas au menu de
l'appareil. ll effectue alors une pression longue de la
touche contextuelle OUI (resp. NON) pour oommander
au processeur 31 d'affecter audit parametre Ie drapeau
"Y" (resp. "N") qui genere alors un signal commandant
au processeur 31 d’ actionner le dispositif d'afii-

chage/masquage pour que Iedit parametre ne soit pas
afliche au menu.

La figure 5 detaille Ies operations du processeur 31
pour faire reapparaitre au menu |‘element 404 et even-
tuellemem le déverrouiller. Pour cela, le sous menu 40,

dans Iequel se trouve l'element verrouillé 404 doit etre

prealablement selectionne a I'aide du clawier, puis une
longue pression de la touche OK, représentee par une
fleche a double pointe en trait gras. suivie de courtes
pressions des touches de defilement commande au
processeur 31 d'afficher d_e facon sequentielle tous les
elements du menu standard parmi Iesquels figure l'e|e-
ment recherche. Le processus permettant ensuite
d'activer/desactiver en position verrouille/deverrouille
Iedit element est identique a celui decrit en reference a
la figure 4. En revanche. une oourte pression de la tou-
che OK. lorsqu'un sous menu est selectionne, permet
d'afficher uniquement Ies elements non verrouillés.

Un mode de realisation du dispositif de personnali-
sation du menu en mode automatique va maintenant
etre decrit.

La figure 6 illustre le fonctionnement du dispositif
de oomptage statistique du taux d'utilisation des diffe-
rents elements de menu oooperant avec le dispositif de
verrouillage/deverrouillage (illustré par la table 38 a la
figure 3) pour mettre automatiquement Ies parametres
desdits elements de menu les plus (resp. moins) fre-
quemment utilises en position "deverrouille" (resp. "ver-
rouille"). Les données-de l'EEPROM 32 correspondant
auxdits parametres sont stockees dans une table 68 et
referencées dans la colonne de gauche comme dans la

table 38 representee en B e la figure 3.
Un compteur est associe a chaque parametre de la

table 68. également reference dans la table 38 sous le
meme numero. ll est positionné en standard a une
valeur initiale maximum Iors de la premiere mise sous
tension de l'appareil et est initialise periodiquement par
le processeur 31. Entre deux initialisations successives.
Ia valeur du compteur diminue d'une unite sous l'action

du processeur 31, chaque fois que celui-ci recoit du cla-
vier 12, une commande pour modifier dans la table 38 la

valeur du drapeau symbolisant l'etat du parametre
associe audit compteur.

15

La mise hors tens” |‘appareil ooupant l'alimen-
tation du processeur arrete donc tous les mecanismes

synchronises sur son horloge. En particulier, Ies comp-
teurs sont geles jusqu'a la prochaine mise sous tension
de l'appareil. Si la valeur du compteur ne s‘annu|e pas
entre deux initialisations, le processeur 31 place son
parametre en position "verrouillé", c'est-a-dire qu'i|
affecte dans la table 38, le drapeau "Y" a la place du
drapeau "y" ou Ie drapeau "N" a la place du drapeau "n".
En rewanche. si la valeur du compteur devient nulle. le
processeur 31 place Ie parametre associe en position
"deverrouille" en atfectant dans la table 38, le drapeau
"y" a la place du drapeau "Y" et le drapeau "n" a la place

du drapeau "N". Si le bon drapeau est deja positionné,
le processeur 31 ne fait rien. On peut envisager que la
valeur maximum du compteur ainsi que sa periode d'ini-
tialisation puissent etre determinees par l'utilisateur a
I'aide de son clavier.

Comme en mode manuel, le dispositif d'affi-
chage/masquage est également mis en oeuvre en
mode automatique par Ie processeur 31 pour masquer
a l‘écran les parametres verrouillés.

Le oontenu des tables 38 et 68 est illustré a deux

instants 11 et 12, respectivement en A et B, sur un exem-
ple de cinq parametres d'elements de menu. L'horloge
du processeur 31 constituant la reference temporelle,
les instants t1 et t2 sont espaces d'un seul top d'hor-
loge. Une initialisation des compteurs se produit a I'ins-
tant 2.

A I'instant t1 . precedant juste ladite initialisation. Ies
compteurs des trois premiers parametres des tables 38
et 68 sont a une valeur non nulle tandis que ceux des
deux derniers sont a zero. Les trois premiers parame-
tres ont donc ete moins souvent modifies par l'utilisateur
que les deux derniers.

A I'instant t2, tous Ies compteurs de la table 68 sont
inilialises a la valeur maximum. prise egale a 100 dans
l'exemp|e illustré a la figure. Le processeur 31 place
donc le parametre de la deuxieme ligne de la table 38
dont le compteur indique de rares modifications. en
position "verrouil|e" ("Y" remplace "y"). et celui de la cin-
quieme ligne dont le compteur indique des modifica-
tions frequentes, en position "deverrouille" ("y"
remplace "Y"). En revanche. ll laisse les autres parame-
tres dans l'etat qu'ils avaient a I'instant t1 qui corres-
pond at leur frequence reelle d'utiIisation.

Ainsi, on a decrit un appareil electronique e ecran
oomportant un menu destine a etre facilement person-
nalise pour s'adapter a l'usage quotidien ou ocoasionnel
de tous types d'uti|isateurs.

Bien entendu, l'invention n‘est pas limitee aux
modes de realisations qui viennent d'etre decrits et
representés. D'autres variantes de realisation de
l'invention apparaitront a l‘homme ou la femme de l'art
par exemple en ce qui concerne le fonctionnement du

clavier. de l'affichage ou du dispositif de ver-
rouillage/deverrouillage. En particulier, le dispositif de
oomptage statistique du taux d‘utilisation des elements
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de menu pour mettre en oeuvre ude automatique appareil est un radiotgne.
peut étre modifié pour prendre en compte d'autres don-
nées notamment concernant le comportement de I'utili-
sateur lorsqu'i| parcourt le menu. Toutes ces variames
ne sortant pas du cadre de I'invention.

Flevendications

1. Appareil électronique a écran. comportant :

une mémoire pour stocker un menu compose

d‘eléments de menu susceptibles d'étre para-
métrés par un utilisateur,
un dispositif d'affichage pour aflicher ledit
menu a |'écran,

un dispositif de personnalisation pour person-
naliser l'affichage dudit menu, caractérisé en
ce que Iedit dispositif de personnalisation com-
porte:
un dispositif de verrouillage/déverrouillage
pour mettre en position verrouillé/déverrouillé
des parametres des éléments de menu,
un dispositif d‘af'lichage/masquage coopérant
avec le dispositif de verrouillage/déverrouillage
pour afficher (resp. masquer) sélectivement Ies
éléments de menu dont Ies parametres sont
mis en position "déverroui|lé" (resp. "ver-

rouillé").

Appareil selon la revendication 1 comportant. de
plus, un clavier muni d‘un ensemble de touches.
caractérisé en ce qu'il est prévu un premier mode
d'utilisation dudit appareil, appelé mode manuel,
dans lequel Ie dispositif de verrouilIage/déver-
rouillage est commandé a partir d'au moins une
touche dudit clavier.

Appareil selon I'une des revendications 1 ou 2.
caractérisé en ce qu'il est prévu un deuxiéme mode
d'uti|isation dudit appareil, appelé mode automati-
que. dans lequel un dispositif de comptage statisti-
que du taux d'utiIisation des éléments de menu
coopere avec Ie dispositif de verrouilIage/déver-

rouillage pour mettre automatiquement Ies parame-
tres desdits éléments de menu les plus (resp.
moins) fréquemment utilisés en position "déver-
rouillé" (resp. "vérroui||é").

Appareil selon la revendication 3. caractérisé en ce
que Ie dispositif de comptage statistique comporte :

- des moyens de modélisation du comportement
de lutilisateur Iorsqu'il parcourt le menu,

- des moyens d'adaptation dudit menu pour tenir
compte dudit comportement.

Appareil électronique a écran selon I'une des
revendications 1 a 4, caractérise en ce que Iedit
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Fi Id:

The present invention relates in general to a
method and system for the automatic alteration of a
display of user selectable menu options within a data
processing system and in particular to a method and
system for the association of a counter with each user

selectable menu option within a data processing sys-
tem. Still more particularly, the present invention re-

lates to a method and system within a data processing
system for the incrementing of a counter associated
with each user selectable menu option in response to
each selection of the menu option by a user.

2. Description of the Related Art:

In known computer systems graphic menus are
provided which include menu options that a user may
select in order to perform various tasks such as cre-

ating or opening files, deleting files, or changing the
format of a document. Ausertypically selects a menu
by utilizing a mouse or other input device. Once a
menu is selected menu options included within that

menu are displayed. Often there are more menu op-

tions to be displayed than space within a computer
display screen to display them. In these situations a

portion of the menu options is displayed. The user is
permitted to scroll through the options causing differ-
ent portions of the menu options to be displayed until
the user finds the desired menu option.

Some known systems permit a user to delete

menu options which are not frequently used from fu-
ture displays of the menu while others permit a user
to predetermine which menu options will be dis-

played. In some of these systems a usage history is
maintained and displayed to the user. Auser may also
change the display order of menus so that menus
which contain more advanced menu options do not

appearto the user who is utilizing the basic menu op-
tions.

It should therefore be apparent that a need exists

for a method and system for automatically altering a
display of user selectable menu options without a di-
rect action by a user.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore one object of the present invention
to provide an improved method and system forthe au-
tomatic alteration of a display of user selectable menu
options within a data processing system.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-
vide an improved method and system for the associa-
tion of a counter with each user selectable menu op-
tion within a data processing system.

It is yet another object of the present invention to

provide an improved method and system forthe incre-
menting of a counter associated with a user select-
able menu option in response to a user selection of

the menu option within a data processing system.
The foregoing objects are achieved as is now de-

scribed. A method and system are provided for the au-
tomatic alteration of a display of multiple user select-
able menu options. Acounter is associated with each
user selectable menu option. The counter associated

with a user selectable menu option is then increment-

ed in response to each selection by a user of the user
selectable menu option. The display of the user se-
lectable menu option is automatically altered in re-
sponse to a state of the associated counter.

The above as well as additional objects, features,
and advantages of the present invention will become
apparent in the following detailed written description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The novel features believed characteristic of the

invention are set forth in the appended claims. The in-
vention itself however, as well as a preferred mode of

use, further objects and advantages thereof, will best

be understood by reference to the following detailed
description of an illustrative embodiment when read

in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.
wherein:

Figure 1 depicts a pictorial representation of a

data processing system which may be utilized to
implement the method and system of the present
invention;

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate a display screen and
two displayed menus which include user select-
able menu options in accordance with the pres-
ent invention;

Figures 4A - 4E together form a high level flow
chart which illustrates an automatic alteration of

a display of user selectable menu options in ac-
cordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

With reference now to the figures and in particu-
lar with reference to Figure 1, there is depicted a pic-

torial representation of a data processing system 10
which may be utilized in accordance with the method

and system of the present invention. Data processing
system 10 preferably includes a processor 12, prefer-

ably provided by utilizing an International Business
Machines Personal System12 or similar system. Data
processing system 10 generally includes a video dis-

play device 14 including a display screen 20, key-
board 16, and a graphical data entry device such as
a mouse 18. Wdeo display device 14. keyboard 16,
and mouse 18 may be utilized to allow user input to
processor 12 and to provide user discernable mes-
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sages. In a preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention, processor 12 is suitably programmed to pro-

vide the automatic alteration of a display of menu op-
tions, and to implement the processes set forth in the
logic flow chart included herein.

Referring to Figure 2, there is depicted display
screen 20 and two displayed menus 22 and 24 which
include user selectable menu options 26 - 44 in accor-
dance with the present invention. Acomputer applica-
tion may include multiple menus from which a user
may choose in order to complete tasks. For example,
a menu 22 of file utilities or menu options such as
open 26, delete 28, print 30 or rename 32 may be pro-
vided. In addition, a menu 24 of format menu options

may be provided such as line numbers 34, justifica-
tion 36, tabs 38, fonts 40, line spacing 42. and page
numbers 44.

For each menu, a counter is provided which
counts the number of times a user selects the partic-
ular menu. Each time menu 22 is selected. its asso-
ciated counter is incremented. Each time menu 24 is

selected, its associated counter is incremented. A

counter is also provided for each menu option within
a menu. Each time open file 26 is selected, its asso-
ciated counter is incremented. Each user has an as-
sociated set of counters. Each user has a counter for

each menu and each menu option. Therefore, each
user will have associated counters for menus 22 and

24 and for menu options 26 - 44.
Athreshold is established foreach menu for each

user. If the menu option counter divided by the menu
counter is less than the established threshold for the

particular menu, the display of the menu option asso-
ciated with the menu option counter is automatically
altered. The same threshold may be established for
all menus, or different thresholds may be established
for each user. The display may be altered by deleted
the menu option from the menu, dimming the inten-
sity of the display of the menu option, changing the

displayed color of the menu option. or any other man-
ner of alteration. All menu options may be altered in
the same manner such as by deleting them from the
display, or menu options may be altered in a different
manner such as by deleting those in one menu while
dimming those in a different menu. In this manner,
each user selection of a menu option is utilized in or-

der to continuously and automatically update and al-
ter the display without the need for the user to recon-
figure the display. To those skilled in the art, it is ap-
parent that when little used menu options are to be
deleted. there could be another threshold such as a

minimum menu counter threshold. For example, a
minimum menu counter threshold could be set to 50

indicating that the menu must be utilized 50 times be-
fore options within that menu are deleted. Another ap-
proach is to define non—zero initial values for the
menu option counter.

With reference now to Figure 3, there is depicted

t

display 20 and two displayed menus 22 and 24 which
include an automatically altered display of user se-
lectable menu options in accordance with the present
invention. A user has utilized menu options within
menu 22. Menu options 26, 28, and 30 have been util-

ized enough times so that the solution of the counters
associated with those menu options divided by the
counter associated with menu 22 is greater than the
established threshold. Therefore, each of these menu

options is displayed in an unaltered manner. How-
ever. the rename menu option 32 has not been select-

ed enough times and the display is altered by dim-
ming the intensity of the display.

A user has also utilized menu options within
menu 24. Menu options 36, 38, 40, and 44 have been

utilized enough times so that the solution of the coun-
ters associated with those menu options divided by

the counter associated with menu 24 is greater than
the established threshold. Therefore, each of these

menu options is displayed in an unaltered manner.
However, the line numbers menu option 34 and the

line spacing menu option 42 have not been selected
enough times and the display is altered by deleting
these menu options from menu 24.

Some menus include menu options as well as

submenus. These submenus may also include menu
options as well as submenus. Some menus may have
common submenus. in these situations there are

multiple paths a user may take in order to arrive at the
same submenu. It should be appreciated by those
skilled in the artthat in these situations each common

submenu may have its own counter.
Referring now to Figures 4A- 4E, there is depict-

ed a high level flow chart which illustrates an auto-
matic alteration of a display of user selectable menu
options in accordance with the present invention. The
process starts as depicted at block 60 and thereafter
passes to block 62 which illustrates the establishment
of a counter for each menu for each user. For exam-

ple, the menu counter could be initialized to the num-

ber of menu options the menu includes. Next the
process passes to block 64 which illustrates the es-

tablishment of a counter for each menu option for
each user. For example, each menu option counter

could be initialized to "1 ". The process then passes to
block 66 which illustrates a determination of whether

or notthe same threshold for each menu for each user
should be utilized. if a determination is made that the
same threshold for each menu for each user should

be utilized, the process passes to block 68 which il-
lustrates the establishment of the same threshold for

each menu for each user. The process thereafter
passes to block 70. Referring again to block 66. if a
determination is made that the same threshold for

each menu for each user should not be utilized. the

process passes to block 72 which depicts the estab-
lishment of a threshold for each menu for each user.

The process then again passes to block 70 which il-
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lustrates a user selecting a menu. The process then

passes to block 73 which depicts the incrementing of
a menu counter for the user. The process next passes

to block 76 as illustrated through block 74. Block 76
depicts the displaying of the selected menu.

Thereafter, block 78 illustrates a determination

of whether or not a menu option counter divided by
the menu counter is greater than the menu threshold
for the user. If a determination is made that the menu

option counter divided by the menu counter is greater
than the menu threshold for the user, the process
passes to block 80 which illustrates a determination

ofwhether or not the hide flag is on. lfa determination
is made that the hide flag is noton, the process pass-

es to block 82 which illustrates the displaying of the
menu option. Thereafter, the process passes to block

84. Referring again to block 80, if a determination is
made that the hide flag is on, the process passes to

block 86 which illustrates the hiding of the menu op-
tion. Thereafter, the process again passes to block
84.

Referring again to block 78, if a determination is

made that the menu option counter divided by the
menu counter is not greater than the menu threshold
for the user, the process passes to block 88 which il-
Iustrates a determination of whether or not the show

flag is on. If a determination is made that the show

flag is not on, the process again passes to block 86
which illustrates the hiding of the menu option. Refer-
ring again to block 88, ifa determination is made that

the show flag is on, the process passes to block 90

which depicts the displaying of the menu option.
Thereafter, the process again passes to block 84
which illustrates a determination of whether or not

this is the last menu option. If a determination is made

that this is not the last menu option, the process pass-
es to block 92 which depicts the getting of the next
menu option. The process then again passes to block
78. Referring again to block 84, if a determination is
made that this is the last menu option, the process

passes to block 96 as depicted through block 94.
Block 96 illustrates a determination of whether or

not the user has selected a menu option. If a deter-

mination is made that a user has selected a menu op-
tion, the process passes to block 98 which depicts the
incrementing of the user's menu option counter for
the selected menu option. Thereafter, the process
passes to block 100 which illustrates going to the se-
lected menu option. Next the process passes to block
102 which illustrates a determination of whether or

not a user immediately exits the menu option utilizing
the escape key or exit key. If a determination is made
that a user does not immediately exit the menu option

utilizing the escape key or exit key, the process pass-
es to block 70 as depicted through block 104. Refer-
ring again to block 102, if a determination is made

that a user does immediately exit the menu option
utilizing the escape key, the process passes to block

10

106 which illustrates the d crementing of the user's
menu option counter by two. It should be apparent

that the user's menu option counter may be decre-
mented by any value selected to more quickly remove
that menu option from the display. The process then
passes to block 70, again as depicted through block
104.

Referring again to block 96, if a determination is
made that a user has not selected a menu option, the
process passes to block 108 which illustrates a deter-

mination of whether or not a user has highlighted a
menu option. If a determination is made that a user

has not highlighted a menu option, the process pass-
es to block 112 as illustrated through block 110. Block
112 depicts a determination of whether or not a user

has clicked the right or middle button of a mouse. If a
determination is made that a user has not clicked the

right or middle button of a mouse, the process again
passes to block 96 as illustrated through block 94.
Referring again to block 112. if a determination is

made that a user has clicked the right or middle button
of a mouse, the process passes to block 114 which il-

lustrates the popping up of a menu control window.
Thereafter, the process passes to block 116 which de-

picts the getting of a user input. Next the process
passes to block 118 which illustrates a determination

of whether or not a user has selected the option of
"showing all menu options." If a determination is

made that the selected option is not the "show all
menu options," the process passes to block 120
which depicts a determination of whether or not the

selected option is the "resume normal menu options."
If a determination is made that the selected option is
not a "resume normal menu options," the process
passes back to block 116.

Referring again to block 120, if a determination
is made that the selected option is the "resume nor-
mal menu options," the process passes to block 122
which illustrates the restoring of the saved menu
thresholds. Thereafter, the process passes to block

124 which depicts the toggling of the "resume normal
menu options" to the "show all menu options." Next

the process passes to block 126 which depicts the re-
moval of the menu opt ion window. The process there-

after passes to block 70 as illustrated through block
104.

Referring again to block 118, if a determination
is made that the selected option is the "show all menu
options," the process passes to block 128 which illus-

trates the saving of the current menu threshold.
Thereafter, the process passes to block 130 which

depicts the setting of the menu threshold to "display
all." In order to display all, the menu threshold could
be set to a negative value or a predetermined value

indicative of the "display all" mode. Next the process

passes to block 132 which illustrates the toggling of
the "show all menu options" to the "resume normal

menu options." Thereafter, the process passes to
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block 134 which illustrates the removal of the menu

control window. The process then passes to block 70

as illustrated through block 104.
Referring again to block 108, if a determination

is made that a user has high-lighted a menu option,
the process passes to block 137 as illustrated
through block 136. Block 137 illustrates a determina-
tion of whether or not a user has clicked the right or
middle mouse button on a highlighted menu option. If
a determination is made that a user has not clicked a

right or middle mouse button on a highlighted menu
option, the process passes to block 96 as illustrated

through block 94. Referring again to block 137, if a de-
termination is made that a user has clicked a right or
middle mouse button on a highlighted menu option,
the process passes to block 138 which illustrates the

popping up of a menu option showlhide window. Next
the process passes to block 140 which illustrates the
getting of a user input. The process then passes to
block 142 which illustrates a determination of wheth-

er or not a selected option is the "always show menu
option." If a determination is made that a selected op-
tion is the "always show menu option," the process
passes to block 144 which illustrates the setting of
the menu option show flag on. Thereafter. the proc-
ess passes to block 146 which depicts the setting of
the menu option hide flag off. Next, the process pass-
es to block 148 which illustrates the removal of the

menu option show/hide window. The process then

again passes to block 70 as depicted through block
104.

Referring again to block 142, if a determination

is made that the selected option is not the "always
show menu option," the process passes to block 150
which depicts the determination of whether or not the

selected option is the "always hide menu option." If a
determination is made that the selected option is not
the “always hide menu option," the process passes

again to block 140. Referring again to block 150, if a
determination is made that the selected option is the

"always hide menu option," the process passes to
block 152 which illustrates the setting of the menu op-
tion hide flag on. Thereafter, the process passes to
block 154 which depicts the setting of the menu op-
tion show flag off. The process then passes to block
156 which illustrates the removal of the menu option
showlhide window. Thereafter, the process again
passes to block 70 as illustrated through block 104.

The "show all'' function could be implemented

utilizing other methods. For example, an additional
push button may be provided with menus where
choices have been deleted. The push button could
display "show all" if choices have been deleted and
then toggled to "hide unused" after the push button
has been pressed.

While the invention has been particularly shown
and described with reference to a preferred embodi-
ment, it will be understood by those skilled in the art

that various changes inform and detail may be made
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of
the invention.

Claims

1. A method in a data processing system having a
plurality of displayed menus, each of said plural-
ity of displayed menus including a plurality of user
selectable menu options for automatically alter-
ing a display of said plurality of user selectable
menu options, said method comprising the data
processing implemented steps of:

associating a counter with each of said
plurality of user selectable menu options;

incrementing said counter in response to

each selection by a user of one of said plurality
of user selectable menu options; and

automatically altering a display of each of
said plurality of user selectable menu options in
response to a state of said associated counter.

The method of claim 1 wherein said step of auto-

matically altering a display comprises the step of
automatically deleting from a display each of said
plurality of user selectable menu options in re-
sponse to a state of said associated counter.

The method of claim 1 wherein said step of auto-

matically altering a display comprises the step of

automatically altering a display color of each of
said plurality of user selectable menu options in
response to a state of said associated counter.

The method of claim 1 wherein said step of auto-

matically altering a display comprises the step of
automatically dimming the display intensity of
each of said plurality of user selectable menu op-
tions in response to a state of said associated
counter.

The method of claim 1 further comprising the
step of restoring said altered display of each of
said plurality of user selectable menu options to
an original display of each of said plurality of user
selectable menu options in response to a user se-
Iection.

The method of claim 1 further comprising the
step of decrementing said counter in response to

each deselection by a user of said one of said
plurality of user selectable menu options imme-

diately following said selection of said one of said
plurality of user selectable menu options.

The method of claim 1 further comprising the
steps of:
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associating a second counter with each

displayed menu; and

incrementing said second counter in re-
sponse to each selection by a user of said each
displayed menu.

The method of claim 7 wherein said step of auto-
matically altering a display of each of said plural-
ity of user selectable menu options in response
to a state of said associated counter further com-

prises the step of automatically altering a display
of each of said plurality of user selectable menu
options in response to said counter divided by
said second counter being greater than a thresh-
old.

The method of claim 1 further comprising the
step of setting said counter to a predetermined
value.

. A data processing system having a plurality of
displayed menus, each of said plurality of dis-

played menus including a plurality of user select-
able menu options for automatically altering a
display of said plurality of user selectable menu
options, comprising means to carry out the meth-
od of any one of claims 1 to 9.
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CONTEXT SENSITIVE POP—UP WINDOW FOR A PORTABLE PHONE

The invention relates to a new and improved user interface (UI) for a telephone

handset. The UI of hand portable phones for cellular or cordless systems does not

just support the call handling alone. In the recent generations of hand portable

phones more and more new applications have been integrated in the phones.

Navigation among the menu items, handling of the individual applications and

editing of text as input for the applications are very difficult to perform, because the

most commonly used type of navigation is carried out by an upldown scroll key. The

number of operations that may be performed by a hand portable phone continues to

increase. However, in order to make the phone more user-friendly it is desired to

simplify the keypad, since many non-technical users take fright at keys if they do not

know how to handle these keys. In general, customers are frightened when they see

a keypad overwhelmed with special keys.

in order to reduce the number of keys on a handset more and more functions and

operations are integrated in a reduced number of keys. A phone named Nokia

3110® marketed by the applicant has a very limited number of keys having the most

commonly used functions and operations as default options, while the functions and

operations not used so often are altemative options. This concept is described in a

UK patent application 9624520.4 and was fully accepted by the user group when

introduced.

Even though this concept makes it much easier for new phone users to become

familiar with the most commonly used operations. such as making calls, handling the

electronic phone book. etc., it does not improve the usability of the more rarely used

operations, such as making conference calls, message handling. etc.
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UK patent applicatii703646.1 describes a concept accor to which a window
pops up when a key is depressed. This window contains a list including

operations available through the soft key.

In accordance with the invention there is provided a portable phone having a

display, input means for inputting information and instructions to a control unit in the

phone, said control unit controlling the display in dependence on the operation of the

input means; said input means including means for moving a marker in the display;

and means for providing a request to the control unit for displaying operations which

are allowed in a position defined by said marker; said control "unit generating a pop-

up window which covers a part of the display upon reception of the request, and
which includes said allowed operations. Hereby both the options normally present in

the soft keys and the navigation of the cursor may be integrated in the roller body of

the navigation means.

One important advantage is that the active part of the display may be increased,

because one out of three to five text lines of the display does no longer have to be

dedicated to the displaying of the soft key functionality. Another advantage is that a

number of the keys may simply be left out. In a simple way, it is hereby easy to

obtain a navigation and selection key with the desired properties.

An embodimentt of the invention provides a new and improved user interface for a

telephone hand set. wherein the default and alternative options available are

displayed in a way giving the user a better view of the available options.

Advantageously, the means for moving a marker in the display comprises a

navigation key means having a roller body whose rolling is detected by means of an
encoder operatively connected to the control unit which controls the movement of
the marker in the display in dependence thereon. Preferably, the request means

comprises a sensor integrated in a support structure for the roller body, said moving
and request means being integrated in the navigation key means. The contents of

the pop-upwindow in an entry or editing mode show marker determined context
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sensitivity. At print, the LCD displays are the preferr pe of displays used forIS type of display is a dot matrix displaye.g. phones. an n which the display signs

are preferably arranged in a predetermined number of lines in the active part of the

display, each of said lines may contain a plurality of signs, and said marker is

provided as a gleaming bar which may be positioned between two of said signs. A

new sign is entered to the right of the gleaming bar, and the gleaming bar is moved

to the right of the newly entered sign.

Advantageously, the phone changes state upon the occurrence of the context

sensitive pop-up window to a listing mode in which a plurality of allowable operations

are listed in the pop-up window, and wherein said request providing input means

changes functionality to a selection means which, when depressed, selects the

operation marked by the cursor. Hereby the same key may be used for different

types of navigation in dependence on the present mode of the phone.

By providing the phone with an editor not depending on an alphanumeric keypad,

but controlled by the control unit and operated by the navigation key means, the

alphanumeric keypad may simply be left out. Hereby it is possible to have the roller

body based navigation key as the sole input key. A power onloff key may be present

on the phone. The control unit defines for the editor a first display part in the display

for displaying a string of entered information; a second display part in the display for

displaying a string of a plurality of possible information candidates; one of the

candidates in the candidate string being highlighted by the cursor whose movement

through information candidates is controlled by the rolling of the navigation key

means, and said highlighted candidate being selectable for entering into the string of

entered information by pressing the navigation key means.

The invention therefore also relates to a portable phone having a display, input

means for inputting information and instructions to a control unit in the phone. said

control unit controlling the display in dependence on the operation of the input

means; said input means including a depressable roller body; a support structure for

the roller body; an encoder operativ Iy connected to the control unit for detecting the
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rolling of the roller b ; and a sensor operatively connect the control unit for

detecting the deprefin of the roller body; said control uhivgenerating a pop-up
window which includes a set of allowed operations and which covers a part of the

display upon reception of a request provided by depressing the roller body.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the navigation key is the only

input means of the phone.

The pop-up window is demarcated from the active display area by means of

borderlines defining a rectangular frame. When the text is black on a light (yellow or

green) background, the rectangular frame may advantageously be black like the text

and have a line width corresponding to 2-3 pixels or dots. When the pop-up window

area covers from 30 percent to 70 percent of the full active display area, the user will

always have the possibility of seeing a part of the background display which is

sufficient to recognize the mode or display.

According to the preferred embodiment, the pop-up window contains two-four

selectable operations within the rectangular frame. However, the control unit handles

a list including a plurality of selectable operations arranged in a predetermined order

with only a fractional set of the full set of operation shown simultaneously in the pop-

up window. Rolling of the navigation key means causes scanning through the full set

of operations. The window thereby moves along the full list.

Preferably, the full list is not provided as an endless loop. Preferably, the full set of

operations is arranged with two operations defined as a first item and a last item in

the list, respectively; and in the listing mode, when the cursor passes outside the first

or the last item in the list, the pop-up window disappears and the phone goes from

listing mode to the mode associated with the background display.

Preferably, the context sensitive pop-up window includes all available operations.

These are available from a number of sub-menus according to the state of the art.

Now the user does no longer have to remember the path to the sub-menu - he can

just select from a list.
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Figure 1 schemeglly illustrates a preferred embodimen f a hand portable phone
according to the invention.

Figure 2 schematically shows the essential parts of a telephone for communication

with a cellular or cordless network.

Figure 3 schematically and in cross-section shows the part‘ of the phone shown in

figure 1 included in the navigation and selection key according to the invention.

Figure 4 schematically illustrates a preferred embodiment of a display with a pop-up

window according to the invention.

Figure 5 schematically illustrates one of the displays shown in figure 4 on an

enlarged scale.

Figure 6 schematically illustrates an alternative embodiment of a hand portable

phone according to the invention.

Figure 7 shows a state diagram for the hand portable phone according to the

invention.

Figure 8 shows an example of the editor used in the hand portable phone according

to the invention.

Figire 1 shows a preferred embodiment of a phone according to the invention, and it

will be seen that the phone. which is generally designated by 1. comprises a user

interface having a keypad 2, a display 3, an onloff button 4, an ear-piece 5, and a

microphone 6. The phone 1 according to the preferred embodiment is adapted for

communication via a cellular network, but could have been designed for e.g. a

cordless network as well. The keypad 2 has a first group 7 of keys as alphanumeric

keys, by means of which the us r can enter a telephone number. write a text
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message (SMS). wriba name (associated with the phone n er), etc. Each of the
twelve alphanumeri eys 7 is provided with a figure "0-9’ or a sign "#” and

respectively. in alpha mode each key is associated with a number of letters and

special signs used in the text editing.

The keypad 2 additionally comprises a navigation and selection key 10 and a clear

key 12. The clear key 12 may be used e.g. for erasing the digit or letter entered last

by brief depression, while depression of a longer duration will erase the entire

number or word.

The phone may comprise two call handling keys like in Nokia 8110*“, but according

to the preferred embodiment the call handling is included in the navigation and

selection key 10. This means that depressing the navigation and selection key 10

once in idle mode with at least one digit in the display will cause a pop-up window

having "call establishment" as one item to appear. and when the call has been

established by selecting “ca|l establishment" by pressing the navigation and

selection key 10, the items in the pop-up window will change to "call termination",

"conference call'‘, etc.

The navigation and selection key 10 is placed centrally on the front surface of the

phone between the display 3 and the group of alphanumeric keys 7. Hereby the user

will be able to control this key with his thumb. This is the best site to place an input

key requiring precise motoric movements. Many experienced phone users are used

to one-hand handling. They place the phone in the hand between the finger tips and

the palm of the hand. Hereby the thumb is free for inputting information.

As will be seen from figure 3, the navigation and selection key 10 includes a roller

body 20 which extends partly through an opening in the front cover 21 of the phone.

and said roller body 20 is essentially cylindrical with a length and diameter of the

same size as the width of the keys in the alphanumeric group of keys 7. When the

axis of rotation of the roller body 20 is provided such that it extends perpendicularly

to the longitudinal axis of the phone 1, the rolling of the roller body 20 will move a
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cursor in the dis in an up/down direction correspontgto the movement of the
thumb. For fulfil this purpose the navigation and sel ion key is provided with

encoder means (not shown) converting the rotation of the roller body into a train of

electronic pulses fed to a processor 17 of the phone. The navigation and selection

key structure is furthermore provided with a microswitch (not shown) for detecting

the depression of the roller body 20, thereby providing a selection signal for the

processor 17 indicating that the item pointed out in the display has been selected.

The navigation and selection key is described in detail in GB patent applications

97270623, 9727058.1 and 9727060.? filed by the applicant on 22 December 1997.

These pending applications are hereby incorporated by reference.

When the navigation and selection key 10 is arranged as an extension of the central

column of the alphanumeric keys 7. the navigation and selection key 10 can be

accessed optimally by both left- and right-handed users.

Figure 2 schematically shows the most important parts of a preferred embodiment of

a portable phone. said parts being essential to the understanding of the invention.

The preferred embodiment of the phone of the invention is adapted for use in

connection with the-GSM network. but, of course, the invention may also be applied

in connection with other phone networks, such as cellular networks and various

forms of cordless phone systems. The microphone 6 records the user's speech, and

the analog signals formed thereby areAlD converted in an AID converter 15 before

the speech is encoded in an audio codec unit 14. The encoded speech signal is

transferred to a physical layer processor 17, which i.a. supports the GSM terminal

software. The processor 17 also forms the interface to the peripheral units of the

apparatus, including the memories (RAM. ROM), the display 3 and the keypad 2 (as

well as SIM. data, power supply. etc.). The processor 17 communicates with the RF

part 19 via a baseband converter 18 and a channel equalizer 16. The audio codec

unit 14 speech-decodes the signal, which is transferred from the processor 17 to the

ear—piece 5 via a D/A converter 13. The units 13-18 are usually integrated in a chip

set - either a commercially available one or in a set of specially designed chips

(AS|C‘s).
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The processor 17, v”: serves as the controller unit in a manner known per se in
the preferred embodiment, is connected to the user interface. Thus, it is the proces-

sor which monitors the activity in the phone and controls the display 3 in response

thereto.

Therefore, it is the processor 17 which detects the occurrence of a state change

event and changes the state of the phone and thus the display text. A state change

event may be caused by the user when he activates the keypad including the

navigation and selection key 10, and this type of events is called entry events or

user events. The processor 17 is able to detect the rolling and depression of the

roller body 20 by means of a microswitch and an encoder, as will be explained

briefly with reference to figure 3. However, also the network in communication with

the phone may cause a state change event. This type of events and other events

beyond the user's control are called non user events. Non user events comprise

status change during call set-up, change in battery voltage, change in antenna con-

ditions, message on reception of SMS, etc.

Figure. 3 illustrates how the navigation and selection key structure according to the

invention is placed in a hand portable phone. The navigation and selection key

structure comprises a roller body 20 acting as a navigation and selection key and a

carrier 23 for carrying the roller body 20. The carrier 23 comprises a beam 29

carrying the stub shaft 28 as hinge parts. a beam 30 and a shaft 24 carrying the

roller body 20. The two beams 29, 30 and the shaft 24 are parallel and are intercon-

nected by bearings 31, 35 at each end.

A part of the roller body 20 extends through a close fitting opening (no contact) of

the front cover 21 of the phone. The rear side of the front cover 21 is provided with

two gripping arms 27 having U-shaped recesses 34 for receiving stub shafts 28,

thereby, as a supporting means, defining a hinge axis for the carrier 23. The gripping

arms 27 act as spacer members between the front cover 21 of the phone and the

printed circuit board (PCB) 25. The latter constitutes a locking member for the shaft
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bearing providew the recesses 34 of the gripping arm‘. The distance between
the gripping a 7 is slightly smaller than the length o a shaft body 24 to avoid

axial displacement of the carrier 23.

A spring 26 is provided as a biasing means for urging the carrier 23 away from the

printed circuit board 25 towards the front cover 21 of the phone. The front cover 21

is provided with two stop legs 32 which cooperate with an upper surface of the part

30 of the carrier facing away from the hinge 28,34. The lower surface of the carrier

part 30 is adapted for cooperation with a microswitch 33. The distance between the

contact faces on the microswitch 33 and the stop legs 32 is slightly greater than the

thickness of the corresponding carrier part. The coil 26 urges the carrier 23 towards

the stop legs 32. When the user depresses the roller with a force greater than the

coil force, the carrier will be urged against the microswitch 33 giving an output signal

in dependence thereon. The microswitch 33 acts as a detection means for detecting

the force counteracting the biasing force provided by the coil 26.

When the roller body 20 is depressed, the whole navigation and selection key

structure performs a swing movement around the hinge axis defined by the gripping

means 28, 34.

The end wall of the roller body 20 is provided with a number of conducting areas 37.

As indicated in figure 3, a number (three according to the preferred embodiment) of

sliding shoes 38 (contact springs) of the metallic strips slide along a circular path

passing the conductive areas. The sliding shoes 36 and the conducting areas 37 are

the interacting part of the encoder by means of which the control unit 17 detects the

rolling of the roller body 20. The sliding shoes are mounted on a surface of the

carrier 23 facing towards the end face of the roller body 20.

The processor 17 handles a number of displays - normally one for each open

application, and the display for the presently active application is actually displayed

in the display 3. When the phone is in idle mode, it just monitors the network looking

for an incoming call. The idle mode display, seen as the first display in figure 4, will
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include information Ktifying the network operator, here viofon", and indicate
that the depression e roller body 20 of the navigation an selection key 10 will

give access to the menu of the phone. The display may furthermore include some

status indications informing the user about the battery level, the quality of the RF

connection, local time, etc.

As will be seen from the second display in figure 4, pressing the navigation and

selection key 10 will cause a pop-up window 40 to appear on top of the previous

display. The pop-up window 40 covers the underlying display partly, but in a way so

that the user will still be able to recognize the background display. The number of

text lines that may occur in the pop-up display 40 depends on the font used, of

course. But if the full display includes five text lines, the pop-up display may

advantageously include three text lines. The number of options or items available at

a certain cursor position will in general exceed the number of lines, but then only a

part of the list will be displayed.

The list of menu items shown in the pop-up window 40 in figure 4 normally includes

up to ten items or even more. The list could be as follows:

1. Phone book - Fl

2. Messages

3. Call register

4. Phone settings

5. Call divert services

6. Calendar

7. Tone settings - Ll

The functionality associated with the individual menu items is well known from

commercial products, e.g. Nokia 3110*”, from the applicant. As will be seen from

figure 4, only the items 2-4 in the menu list are displayed in the pop-up window 40. It

will be seen that one of the items in the list is marked by an icon acting as a cursor

42. Alternatively, the item could be marked by a bar with inverted colors. The cursor
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42 is controlled ‘oiling the roller body 20 of the navi ' n and selection key 10,and the item po Vcl out by the cursor may be selected pressing the roller body

20.

The items on the list are followed by an icon (here three dots) 41 when the selection

of the item generates a new list of items to be displayed. This will basically be the

situation for all items in the main menu list. It should be noted that the first and the

last items in the list are marked by respective border icons 44 as Fl (first item) and Ll

(last item). When the cursor 42 is moved outside the borders defined by these items

(e.g. passing the first item in an upward direction), the pop-up window 40 will

automatically disappear.

in the first display in the second row in figure 4 the user selects the "Message" menu

item and this will cause a new menu list to pop up, and. as will be seen from the

second display in the second row. this menu list will include standard message

handling menus, such as:

. Read messages

. Write messages

. Message Center number

1

2

3. Show delivery report

4

5 . Reply via own center.

6. Delivery reports.

7 . Voice mailbox number.

The idle mode display will still be present as a background display, and the phone

will return to this idle mode display if no items are selected with a time-out of e.g. 5

seconds. If the user selects the ‘write message" item, the pop-up window will

disappear and the background display will change from the "idle mode“ display to

the "text entry" display ,as shown in the sole display in the third row of figure 4 with a

status line 45 at the top of the display informing the user that the text entry is for a

message sending application (write message). that the text entry application is in
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alpha mode (ABC), d that the cursor 43 is in position (an SMS message

_ contains max. ‘E60 racters, and position 124 means that max. 124 characters

follow).

The display 3 is provided as a dot matrix display for displaying signs arranged in a

predetermined number of lines. each of which may contain a plurality of signs. The

cursor 43 or the marker is provided as a gleaming bar that may be positioned

between two of said signs. When the roller body 20 is depressed with the cursor 43

placed in the text, the processor starts displaying a context sensitive pop-up window

including a number of selectable items or operations. The context sensitive pop-up

window 46 covers a part of the active display, and it contains operations that are

allowed in a position defined by the cursor 43 prior to the depression of the roller

body 20.

When the context sensitive pop-up window 46 appears in a part of the display, the

list of selectable items may include both SMS message related items and text editing

related items. The list could include items such as:

. Insert

. Mark text begin

. Paste

. Send

. Save

. Exit

. Erase

If “insert” is selected, the user will be requested in a new pop-up window to specify

what he wants to insert and where to find it - e.g. an electronic business card (note

pad). a name or a number (electronic phone book), etc.

If “Mark text begin" is selected by the user, as is the situation in the first display in

the fourth row in figure 4, this cursor position will be handled as a first position. As
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will be seen in tlfiecond display in the fourth row in fig,4, the user is allowed to
dy 20. It should be noted

that the status line 45 indicates that the present status is marking text. When the

move the cursor . to a new position by rolling the roller

cursor 43 has been moved to a new position by means of the navigation and

selection key 10, a context sensitive pop-up window 46 will appear upon pressing

the navigation and selection key 10. as will be seen in the third display in the fourth

row of figure 4. The user may now select from the list in the pop-up window 40 which

operation he wants to perform on the marked text. It does not matter whether the

first cursor position is the first or the second one.

In response to the selection of the marked text the controller 17 generates a context

sensitive pop-up window 46 (third display in the fourth row of figure 4) asking

whether the user wants to cut or copy to the clipboard or replace (paste) the marked

text with the content of the clipboard. If he copies the marked text to the clipboard.

the paste operation allows the user to transfer the copied text to another application

or to another file or record in the same application. The "Paste" option does not

appear in the pop-up window when the clipboard memory is empty.

Upon selection of the “Send” option the processor 17 will generate a pop-up window

(with the message beneath) asking for the receiving phone number, followed by a

request for entering the message center number if that is not stored in the phone

already.

When the user selects the “Save” option. the phone suggests saving the entered

text and gives the record a name, such as 98.03.26-10:45 (point of time for saving

"year.month.date-hour:minutes"). The ‘Exit’ option will cause leaving the application

without saving or sending the edited text, while the "Erase" option will erase the

edited text but the user will remain in the application.

It should be noted that the pop-up window in the second row appears upon pressing

the navigation and selection k y 10 when it acts as a soft key. According to the

preferred embodiment this will be the situation when the phone is in a mode without
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entry of a user inpwhere will be no cursor in the displ uring these modes
without user input. T will typically be the situation when the user navigates in the

menu structure, e.g. initiated in idle mode, until he needs to enter an input.

When the user is requested to enter an input. e.g. to write a message, as explained

in relation to figure 4, the full active part of the display is available for the data entry.

It will be seen from figure 4, third and fourth rows, how the antenna and battery

indicator disappears. Also the soft key text disappears. In data entry mode. the

navigation and selection key 10 will no longer have a special functionality or give

access to the menu structure. When the navigation and selection key 10 is pressed

in this mode, the context sensitive _pop-up window 46 will appear, and the processor

17 will only allow operations which are allowable in the present application and with

the present cursor position to be displayed in the context sensitive pop-up window

46.

Both the context sensitive pop-up window 46 and the ordinary menu item containing

the pop-up window 40 may be escaped by moving the cursor 42 outside the borders

of the window or by pressing the “clear" key 12. The phone will then go back to the

application related to the underlying display partly visible behind the pop-up window.

A display for a phone according to the invention may e.g. be of the LCD type having

a dot matrix display area of a size of 30 x 44 mm (height x width). The dots may

preferably be rectangular, e.g. with a size of 0.42 x 0.34 mm (height x width -

corresponding to a resolution of 57 x 70 dpi in a vertical and a horizontal direction,

respectively) and being arranged with a 0.02 mm spacing. This will approximately

provide 68 x 120 dots (height x width) or pixels in the active part.

As will be seen from figure 4, the phone uses a number of e.g. three standard fonts

in the display, and the processor 17 changes the fonts dynamically (without actions

from the‘user) in dependence on predetermined rules. Typically, each sign uses

(height x width) 10 x 7 pixels in the biggest font and 7 x 5 pixels in the smallest font.

The fonts used in the embodiment shown in figure 4 do not have a fixed width -
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letters like '‘I'' reqfiless width than the letter “m”. The hmt is the same for all thesigns in the font, the width varies from two pixels (for up to seven pixels (for

"M" and "W") with an average width in the range of about five pixels. Generally, two

neighbor signs are spaced by a single pixel and two lines are spaced by three

pixels. In the idle mode display, columns with a width of ten pixels are used in each

side of the display for the status bars 48, and a row with a height corresponding to

thirteen pixels is used for the soft key text 49.

In text entry mode the full active display area will be available (here 68 x 120 pixels).

The status line 45 has a width corresponding to 120 pixels, and with a font based on

a width of approximately five pixels and a spacing of one pixel there between,

approximately twenty characters will be allowed in the status line. The character

height may be nine pixels. The status line 45 is separated from the text part by a line

47, whereby 51 x 120 pixels will be available for the text - and this will correspond to

four lines with up to approximately twenty characters in each line.

The cursor 43 will be implemented as a gleaming bar (1 x 11 pixels) gleaming (pixels

go on and off) approximately once per second. When the pop-up window 40 or 46

appears. it is surrounded by a rectangular borderline 50. as will be seen from fig 5.

Outside this borderline 50 the underlying display is visible. The borderline 50 may

have a width corresponding to two pixels. As will be seen from figure 5, a slightly

smaller font is used. and this allows the pop-up window to contain three text lines

with the status line 45 and the last line in the text part being fully visible. According

to the preferred embodiment of the invention the pop-up window will use 40 x 84

pixels. With the present borderline width and a spacing of some pixels between the

borderline and the text, the part of the pop-up window useable for displaying the

functionality text may include 32 x 76 pixels. With a 7 x 5 font. three lines having 12-

15 characters may be displayed. With the above-mentioned size of the display, the

pop-up window will coverjust above 40 percent of the full active display. It has been

found that a pop-up window may advantageously cover from 30 percent to 60

percent, preferably between 35 and 50 percent. of the full active display when the

display has a size corresponding to 50-100 x 75-200 pixels. When the pop-up
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window becomes togriall, the text will be difficult to rea<.d when the pop-up
window covers a su antial part of the display, the user will no longer be able to
recognize the background display.

Figure 6 shows an alternative embodiment of a hand portable phone according to

the invention, and this phone is remarkable in that the alphanumeric keys are left

out, and that all functions are available via the navigation and selection key 10. The

navigation and selection key 10 is actually the only input key of the phone. Today, all

phones have between 15 and 20 keys or even a higher number of keys.

From idle mode. pressing the navigation and selection key 10 gives access to the

menu of the phone. Here the menu list used in the embodiment explained with

reference to figure 1 needs some further items. The list could be as follows:

. Call - Fl

Phone book

Editor

. Messages

. Call register

. Phone settings

. Call divert services

1

2.

3.

4

5

6

7

8 . Tone settings - Ll

As will be seen from the list, only two new menu items are necessary, and these are

‘'Call‘’ and “Editor”. Figure 7 illustrates how the applications interact in the phone

shown in figure 6.

Advantageously, the phone is capable of assuming a plurality of states in which a

group of predetermined functions or actions associated with the state concerned

may be performed or accessed by means of the navigation and selection key 10.

The processor 17 displays one of said group of functions as a default function. The

default operation or function is executed upon pressing the navigation and selection
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key 10. and th l,set of operations is available upo ling the navigation and

selection key 10.

Figure 7 illustrates how the one key phone according to an alternative embodiment

of the invention may change state from idle mode 100 in two ways. If an in-coming

call is detected, the phone changes to a call handling state 110 in which the user is

allowed to answer the call by pressing the navigation and selection key 10. By rolling

the navigation and selection key 10 the pop-up window with the full set of allowable

actions will appear. whereby the user is allowed to reject the incoming call or to

manually divert the call.

Othen/vise, the user has to access the menu by pressing and rolling the navigation

and selection key 10, whereby he may select an item in a pop-up window (like in

figure 4). Then the above-mentioned eight menu items are available. The phone is

provided with a special editor allowing the user to input all kinds of data into e.g. a

phone, and this editor is basically described in a British patent application serial no.

9800746.1 filed by the applicant on 14 January 1998. This application is hereby

incorporated by reference into the present application.

This editor is very useful in relation to a one key phone, and the operation of the

phone will be explained with reference to figures 7 and 8. When the user selects

“Menu" in idle mode (see the display in the first row in figure 8) by pressing the

navigation and selection key 10, the processor 17 displays a pop-up window 120

including the items available in the menu structure. According to this embodiment

these items will be :

. Call

. Phone book

. Notepad

. Messages

. Call register

. Phone settings
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7. Call divert service. .
8. Tone settings

9. Calendar

When the user moves a cursor 121 to the “Notepad” option and selects this option

by rolling and pressing the navigation and selection key 10, as will be seen from the

first display in the second row of figure 8, the processor 17 displays a new pop-up

window (second display in the second row of figure 8) asking the user to specify the

kind of entry he wants to make. The phone is in state 103 in figure 7.

He may enter a phone number for making a standard call, a phone number and a

corresponding name for storing a record in the phone book, an alphanumeric string

(“Text") for a calendar, a message to be sent, etc. if the user selects the “Phone

number" item in the second display in the second row of figure 8, the processor 17

changes the idle mode background display to an editor display shown as the first

display in the third row of figure 8, and goes to the editing state 111 in figure 7.

A status line 123 indicates the kind of the present input activity, an auxiliary window

126 indicates a string of input candidates, and a candidate may be pointed out by a

cursor 127. The movement of the cursor 127 is controlled by rolling the navigation

and selection key 10. and the item is selected by pressing the navigation and

selection key 10. When a candidate is selected, it is transferred to a character string

124 in the main part of the display in a position pointed out by a cursor 125. The

auxiliary window 126 includes the numbers 0-9, a "+" sign and an "OK" icon

indicating that the editing is to be terminated. If the user moves the cursor 126

outside this string (as is the case with the context sensitive pop-up window), the

auxiliary window 126 will disappear and the navigation and selection key 10 will

control the cursor 125 in the string 124. By pressing the navigation and selection key

10 the user may recall the auxiliary window 126 by selecting an “|nsert" option in a

context sensitive pop-up window including items such as: “C|ear", “lnsert", "Quit",

"Call” and "Save".
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If the user selecfie “OK” icon in the auxiliary window said window 126 andthe cursor 125 disappear with the entered character ring 124 present in the

display, as will be seen from the second display in the third row of figure 8. The

navigation and selection key 10 will get the “Call” function as default option when

pressed. If the navigation and selection key 10 is rolled, alternative options will

appear in a new pop-up window. This pop-up window includes items such as: "Call",

“Edit”, "SMS”, "Quit", and "Save".

With the selection of the “Edit” option the entered string will be re-opened for

continued editing, the selection of the “SMS” option will request the user to enter a

message text, and the selection of the "Quit" option will cause the phone to leave the

editing mode and go back to idle mode without saving anything. The “call" option will

initiate a call based on the phone number present in the display. The selection of the

“Save" option will request the user to enter a name to be used as a label in the

phone book. This is shown in the first display in the fourth row of figure 8. In the

status line 123 it is indicated that the editor presently handles a name entry to the

phone book. A part of a text string 124 has been entered.

it should be noted that the auxiliary window 126 contains the letters a-2 (in the

English language version). and an icon for switching between upper and lower

cases, an icon giving access to a candidate string comprising the figures 0-9, and an

icon giving access to a candidate string comprising the special characters such as

the Greek letters and other signs presently used in phones. In general, the editor

uses title case when used in combination with the phone book application and text

case when used for entering text for a message or a calendar entry. The standard

letter string displayed in the auxiliary window 126 acts as a basic character string.

Selecting the “OK" icon in the figures string or the special characters string recalls

the basic character string, whereas selecting the “OK” icon in the basic character

string will cause the editing to terminate.

In the second display in the fourth row in figure 8 the “OK" icon in the basic

character string has been selected and the editing is terminated. Pressing the
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navigation and sele ' key 10 will save the entered name M number in a record

in the phone book. _

If, instead of selecting the “Save" option, the user had selected the "SMS" option in

the pop-upiwindow which appeared when the navigation and selection key 10 was

rolled in the second display in the third row of figure 8, he would have been

requested to write a message text. The "Write text" display is shown in the first

display in the fifth row in figure 8. The status line 123 indicates the kind of text

presently edited, and a cursor 125 is placed in the entered text string 124, indicating

the position of the next character selected from the auxiliary window 126. When the

"OK" icon is selected in the auxiliary window 126, the entered string becomes

truncated, as is indicated by four dots 130, thereby creating space for a soft key text

for the navigation and selection key 10. The default function will send an SMS

message, but when rolling the navigation and selection key 10 the alternative

options will appear. When the “send SMS" is selected, the phone number entered

earlier will be used as the receiving number, and the user will be requested to enter

his message center number if this number is not stored in the phone yet.

The basic idea of the one key phone is that the phone has a large number of

applications, each of which uses the editor for entering new data. When the “Cal|"

application 101 in figure 7 is selected in the menu, the “Call" application 101 uses

the ‘editor application 111 for entering the phone number and the call handling

application for actually setting up a connection based on the entered phone number.

When the “Phone book" application 102 is selected, the editor application 111 is

likewise used for entering a phone number and a name as a new record in the

phone book. The editor application 111 is also used when an existing record has to

be amended, and the operation will be the same as re-opening the string for

continued editing. as explained with reference to figure 8. As will be seen from

figure 7, a call may be initiated from a phone book record. This is already possible in

Nokia 3110*“.
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The "Notepad” " tion 103 gives direct access to th‘tor application 111, and
the entered data may be stored in other applications aftenrvards. However, records

may be stored in the “Notepad” application when it is used as a kind of notebook.

Also the “Message" application 104 uses the editor application 111 for entering text

and phone numbers. The “Message” application 104 also uses the call handling

application 110 for transmitting and receiving messages.

The "Call register" application 105 just lists the latest ingoing. outgoing and missed

calls. The application does not use editing, but outgoing calls may be initiated from

this application. The “Phone setting” application 106 just sets some parameters for

the phone. and no editing is required.

The “Ca|l divert" application 107 uses the editor application 111 for entering phone

numbers and the call handling application 110 for transferring the divert instructions

to the network.

The “Tone setting" application 108 normally does not use the editor application 111,

but if the editor application is prepared for handling the input of new ringing tunes, as

described in the above-mentioned British patent application serial no. 9800746.1.

the “Tone setting" application 108 may benefit from inputs from the editor

application, too.

The "Calendar application" 109 depends on input from the editor application 111.

too. However, inputs may come from e.g. the "Notepad" application 103 or the

“Message application 104 - but via the editor application.

A context sensitive pop-up window allows soft keys to be left out. This increases the

part of the display available for text editing, etc. However, all the options will be

available in the window popping up when the navigation and selection key 10 is

pressed. The alphanumeric keys normally used may be left out by using a new

editor based on input candidates. The size of the phone may be reduced hereby.
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The functionality ofgenavigation means for moving a marker in the display and the
selection means for selecting items marked by the marker, e.g. integrated in a

depressable roller based navigation key 10, as described above, varies in

dependence on the mode of the phone. Table 1 gives an overview of the most basic

modes of the phone according to the invention.

-Rolling the navigation key 10 Pressing the navigation key 10
ldle Mode The phonewilldisplayone of The navigation key 10 has a

two lists in dependence on functionality corresponding to a

the rolling direction, e.g. the soft key known per se. The

phone book and the last- selection of "Menu" will cause a

dialed stack. pop-up window including the sub-

items of the Menu to appear.

Listing The cursor will scroll/browse The item highlighted by the cursor

Mode through the items in the list. will be selected. If the selection of

‘the item allows the user to select

among sub-items, a pop-up

window including these sub-items

will appear in the window.

Call A list containing allowable The default soft key operation will

handling operations will be accessed. be selected. e.g. terminating an

Mode ongoing call.

The cursor will be moved The context sensitive pop-up

through the entered string of window will appear in dependence

letters and numbers. on the cursor position.

Table 1.

According to the two described embodiments of the invention the navigation key 10

will have a functionality known per se in "ldle Mode". By rolling the navigation key 10

the phone will display one of two lists in dependence on the rolling direction, e.g. the

phone book and the last-dialed stack. This corresponds to pressing the Navy-key”
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on the phone N 3110'“ in idle mode. The navigation A10 has a functionality
corresponding to a soft key on the phone Nokia 3110'“. The “Menu" will be selected

by pressing the navigation key 10. However, as a novel feature a pop-up window

including the sub-items of the Menu will appear.

When the pop-up window occurs - either by selecting a soft key option or the context

sensitive one - the phone will be in a “Listing Mode”. Rolling the navigation key 10

will cause the cursor to scroll/browse through the items in the list, and pressing the

navigation key 10 will cause selection of the item highlighted by the cursor. If the

selection of the item allows the user to select among further sub-items, a pop-up

window including these sub-items will appear in the window. Othenrvise, an

operation, e.g. establishing a call, will be performed.

When a call has been set up, the phone will be in a "Call handling Mode" in which

the navigation key 10 will have a default soft key functionality (call termination) when

depressed. Rolling the navigation key 10 will access a list containing allowable

operations in the mode in question.

During editing - either by use of an editor based on an alphanumeric key set or by

use of the editor described as the alternative embodiment, the phone will be in an

"Editing or Entry Mode". The navigation and selection key 10 will not act as a soft

key, whereby the part of the display normally reserved for the display of the soft key

operation will be available for the entry. The cursor will be moved through the

entered string of letters and numbers or the entry candidate string upon rolling the

navigation and selection key 10. The context sensitive pop-up window will appear in

dependence on the cursor position upon pressing the navigation and selection key

10. As long as the context sensitive pop-up window is present in the display, the

phone will be in the “Listing Mode".
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CLAIMS b
‘l. A portable phone having a display, input means for inputting information and

instructions to a control unit in the phone, said control unit controlling the display in

dependence on the operation of the input means;

said input means including:

means for moving a marker in the display; and

means for providing a request to the control unit for displaying operations

which are allowed in a position defined by said marker;

said control unit generating a pop—up window which covers a part of the

display upon reception of the request, and which includes said allowed operations.

2. A portable phone according to claim 1, wherein said means for moving a

marker in the display comprises a navigation key means having a roller body whose

rolling is detected by means of an encoder operatively connected to the control unit

which controls the movement of the marker in the display in dependence thereon.

3. A portable phone according to claim 2, wherein said request means

comprises a sensor integrated in a support structure for the roller body, said moving

and request means being integrated in the navigation key means.

4. A portable phone according to claims 1-3, wherein the contents of the pop—up

window in an entry or editing mode show marker determined context sensitivity.

5. A phone according to claim 4, wherein the display is a dot matrix display for

displaying signs arranged in a predetermined number of lines in the active part of

the display. each of said lines may contain a plurality of signs, and said marker is

provided as a gleaming bar which may be positioned between two of said signs.

6. A portable phone according to claim 4, wherein the phone changes state

upon the occurrence of the context sensitive pop-up window to a listing mode in

which a plurality of allowable operations are listed in the pop-up window, and
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wherein said refit providing input means changes .tionality to a selection
means which, whe depressed. selects the operation marked by the cursor.

7. A portable phone according to claims 3-5, comprising an editor controlled by

the control unit and operated by the navigation key means, said control unit defining

for the editor:

a first display part in the display for displaying a string of entered information;

a second display part in the display for displaying a string of a plurality of

possible information candidates;

one of the candidates in the candidate string being highlighted by the cursor whose

movement through information candidates is controlled by the rolling of the

navigation key means, and said highlighted candidate being selectable for entering

into the string of entered information by pressing the navigation key means.

8. A portable phone having a display, input means for inputting information and

instructions to a control unit in the phone, said control unit controlling the display in

dependence on the operation of the input means; said input means including:

a depressable roller body;

a support structure for the roller body;

an encoder operatively connected to the control unit for detecting the rolling

of the roller body; and

a sensor operatively connected to the control unit for detecting the depression

of the roller body;

said control unit generating a pop-up window which includes a set of allowed

operations, and which covers a part of the display upon reception of a request

provided by depressing the roller body.

9. A portable phone according to claim 8, comprising an editor controlled by the

control unit and operated by the navigation key. said control unit defining for the

editor:

a first display part in the display for displaying a string of entered information;
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a second dis’ part in the display for displaying A ' g of a plurality of
possible informati candidates;

one of the candidates in the candidate string being highlighted by the cursor

whose movement through information candidates is controlled by the rolling of the

roller body. and said highlighted candidate being selectable for entering into the

string of entered infonnation by pressing the roller body.

10. A portable phone according to claims 8-9, wherein the navigation key is the

only input means of the phone.

11. A portable phone according to claim 7, wherein all inputs into the phone may

be performed by rolling and pressing the navigation key means.

12. A portable phone according to claim 11, wherein the navigation key means is

the only input means of the phone.

13. A portable phone according to claims 1-12. wherein the pop-up window is

demarcated from the active display area by means of borderlines defining a

rectangular frame.

14. A portable phone according to claim 13, wherein the pop-up window area’

covers from 30 percent to 70 percent of the full active display area.

15. A portable phone according to claim 13, wherein the pop-up window within

the rectangular frame displays a number of selectable operations in a listing mode.

16. A portable phone according to claim 15. wherein the pop-up window within

the rectangular frame displays two-four selectable operations.

17. A portable phone according to claim 15. wherein the control unit handles a list

including a plurality of selectable operations arranged in a predetermined order with

only a fractional set of the full set of operations shown simultaneously in the pop-up
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window; and rollhof the navigation key means causefnning through the full
set of operation.

18. A portable phone according to claim 17, wherein the pop-up window displays

three operations with the display updated for every step in the list, whereby the

cursor will highlight the operation in the middle of the pop-up window.

19. A portable phone according to claim 17 or 18, wherein the full set of

operations is arranged with two operations defined as a first item and a last item in

the list, respectively; and in the listing mode, when -the cursor passes outside the first

or the last item in the list, the pop-up window disappears and the phone goes from

listing mode to the mode associated with the background display.

20. A portable phone substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to

figures 1 to 5, and 7 to 8 or 2 to 8 of the accompanying drawings.
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Application No: GB 9806325.8 Examiner: Jared Stokes
Claims searched: All Date of search: 21 August 1998

Patents Act 1977

Search Report under Section 17

Databases searched:

UK Patent Office collections, including GB, EP, W0 & US patent specifications, in:
UK C1(Ed.P): H4K (KPH)

I-14L (LECX)

Int Cl (Ed.6): H04M (l/O0, 1/02, 1/22, 1/23)
H04Q (7/32)

Other: On-line — WPI

Documents considered to be relevant:

Category Identity of document and relevant passage Relevantto claims A

1-18
EP 0 715 441 Al (AT&T) See column 3 line 34-column 4 line 47 4.

EP 0 651 544 A2 (IBM) See whole document 1-18

W0 97/50264 Al (Samsung) See whole document 1-18

Document indicating luck of novelty or inventive step A Document indicating technological background and/or state of the art.
Document indicating lack of inventive step if coniained P Document published on or after the declared priodty date but before
with one or more other documents of same category. the filing date of this invention.

E Patent document published on or after, but with priority date earlier

Member of the same patent family than. the filing date of this application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATE DEPAR'I'MEN'l‘ OF COMMERCE
United State: Patent und Trudcmurk Office
Addmn: CORJMISSIONER OF PATIENTS AND TRADEMARKS

RU‘ Box I-ISU
A.Ic:tandxix,V|rgur.ix 21313-l-150www u rpto gov

U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER NO. FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATl'Y. DOCKET NO.

l0/343,333 Matthieu Kennedy Martyn 5035- I 33US
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO.

PCT/GBO I/03387

Richard c Woodbridge
Woodbridge & Associates 07/27/2001 07/28/2000
P 0 Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592 CONFIRMATION N0. 1608
371 FORMALITIES LETTER

Illlllllllllll||ll|||II|l||llllIllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
'OC000000010693709“

Date Mailed: 08/15/2003

NOTIFICATION OF MISSING REQUIREMENTS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371 IN THE UNITED

STATES DESIGNATEDIELECTED OFFICE (D0/EOIUS)

The following items have been submitted by the applicant or the IB to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office as a Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495).

Copy of the international Application filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of the International Search Report filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of IPE Report filed on 01/28/2003

Preliminary Amendments filed on 01/28/2003
Information Disclosure Statements filed "on 04/02/2003

Oath or Declaration filed on 01/28/2003

Request for Immediate Examination filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of references cited in ISR filed on 01/28/2003
U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 01/28/2003

The following items MUST be furnished within the period set forth below in order to complete the requirements for

acceptance under 35 UrS.C, 371: /»

o Oath or declaration of the inventors, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b), identifying the application
by the lntemational application number and international filing date. The current oath or declaration does
not comply with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b) in that it:

n is not executed in accordance with either 37 CFR 166 or 37 CFR 1.68.

0 $130 Surcharge for providing the oath or declaration later than 30 months from the priority date (37 CFR
1.492(e)) is required.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fees required for this application is $130 for a Large Entity:
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o $130 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.

ALL OF THE ITEMS SET FORTH ABOVE MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN TWO (2) MONTHS FROM THE
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR BY 32 MONTHS FROM THE PRIORITY DATE FOR THE APPLICATION,
WHICHEVER IS LATER. FAILURE TO PROPERLY RESPOND WILL RESULT IN ABANDONMENT.

The time period set above may be extended by filing a petition and fee for extension of time under the provisions
of 37 CFR1.136(a).

Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed
to the address given in the heading and include the US. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5)

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the response.

VONDA M WALLACE

Telephone: (703) 305-3736

PART 2 - OFFICE COPY

io/343,333 PCT/GBOI/03387 5035-l33US

FORM PCT/DO/EO/905 (371 Formalities Notice)
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Docket No.
5035-133US

Declaration and Power ofAttorney For Patent Application

English Language Declaration

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my narne.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an

original, first and joint inventor) if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which
is claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention entitled

COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR

APPLICATIONS

The specification of which

(check one)

|:] is attached hereto.

was filed on JULY 27, 2001 as United States Application No. or PCT International
Application Number PCT/GB01/03387
and was amended on

(if applicable)

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified

specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the United States Patent and Trademark Office all
information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of

Federal Regulations, Section 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, Section 119(a)-(d)

or Section 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate, or Section
365(a) of any PCT International application which designated at least one country other than
the United States, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any

foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate or PCT International application

having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priorigg Not Claimed

0019459.7 28 [uly 2000 [:1
(Number) (Day/Month/Year Filed)

[I

(Number) (Day/Month/Year Filed)

Form PTO-SB-O1 (9-95) (Modified) P02/REV02 Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMIVIERCE
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I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. Section 119(e) of any United States provisional

application(s) listed below:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date)

(Applicafion Serial No.) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. Section 120 of any United States application(s), or

Section 365© of any PCT International application designating the United States, listed
below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not

disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in the manner provided

by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the
United States Patent and Trademark Office all information known to me to be material to

patentability as defined in Title 37, C.F.R., Section 1.56 which became available between the

filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT International filing date of this

application:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
(patented, pending, abandoned)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
(patented, pending, abandoned)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status)
(patented, pending, abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made
are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issued thereon.

Form I’I'O-SB—01 (6-95) (Modified) Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby appoint the following attorney(s)

and/or agent(s) to prosecute this application and transact all business in the Patent and
Trademark Office connected therewith. (/zlrt name and regixtration number)

Richard C. Woodbridge
Smart H. Nissim

Thomas J. Onka

Send Correspondence to: Richard (;.\\XZoodbridge, Esg.
_\Voodbrid e Associates, P. .

s_E.Q.l3_ox592,s

Princeton, 111] 085‘42-0592

Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone number)
Richard C. Woodbridge — 609-924-3773

' of sole or firs: inventor
Matlhieu Kemed ‘list Of SO 6 IIIVCDEOI 5 Signature

Residence

l 61 Strahan Road, London E3 SDA, GB g gCitizenship

l BritishPost Office Address

61 Strahan Road, London E3 SDA, GB

Full name of second inventor, if any

Second inventor’s signature

Residence

Form PTO-SB-01 (6-96) (Modified) Patent and Trademark Office-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMIVIERCE
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orzo Reojd.PCTIPTO §'1°.=Aus/26°03; _/
Response To Notice To e Missing Parts Of Application » Docket No.

Filing Date Granted (PTO-15tity) 5035-1 33115

Serial No. . v Examiner - ’ Group Art Unit

1o/343,333 23 January 2003 ' ' Vonda M. Wallace

Invention:

COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR APPLICATIONS

Mail Stop Missing Parts

TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

‘This is a response to the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application — Filing Date Granted (PTO-1533) mailed on
August 15, 2003 -Date

Enclosed herewith for filing are the following:

A copy of the Notice to File Missing Parts of Application - Filing Date Granted (PTO-1533). (REQUIRED)

E] An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, including residence information and identifying the
application by the above Application Number and Filing Date.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63.

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 listing the names of all inventors and signed by the
omitted inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing Date.

A verified English translation of the non-English language application papers as originally filed. It is requested
that this translation be used as the copy for examination purposes in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office.

Other (list):

Recordation of Assignment, Assignment and $40.00 filing Fee

Acknolwedgement Post Card

P31 LARGEIREV03
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Response To Notice To e Missing Parts Of Application I Docket No. 3 .‘
. Filing Date Granted (PTO—1533)(Large Entity) S035—133U

In Re Application Of: Matthieu Kennedy Martyn

Serial No. Filing Date Examiner Group An unit

10/343,333 28 January 2003 Vonda M. Wallace

Invention:

COMPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR APPLICATIONS

TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

Mail Stop Missing Parts

Completion of application fees as calculated below:

Utility application filing fee

Design application filing fee

Total number of independent claims =

Total number of claims =

Multiple dependent claims

Surcharge for late payment of filing fee and/or late filing of original declaration or oath $130.00

Petition and fee for filing by other than all the inventors or a person not the inventor

Fee for processing an application filed with a non—English language specification

Fee for processing and retention of application

3 L11’ t'.?§20.l 00000094 20343333

1“ on W} Total completion of application fees $130.00\' e t. Lu‘ T’

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a response to the
above-identified Notice to File Missing Parts of Application. The requested extension is as follows (check time period
desired). If an additional time extension is required, please consider this a petition therefor.

Cl One month CI Two months C] Three months Cl Four months Cl Five months

from: until:
Date

Total time extension fees

Total fees due $130.00

[Page 2 of 3] PZHLARGE/REV02
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l€>‘@T/PT@ 27 AUG (13

Response To N tice To e Missing Parts Of Application
Filing Date Granted (PTO-1533) (Large Entity)

Docket No.

5035-133US

In Re Application Of: Matthieu Kennedy Martyn

Serial No. Filing Date Examiner Group Art Unit

10/343,333 28 January 2003 Vonda M. Wallace

Invention:

CONIPUTING DEVICE WITH IMPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR APPLICATIONS

TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS:

Mail Stop Missing Parts

The fee Of $130.00 is to be paid as follows:

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
Deposit Account No. 23-3040

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor and charge
any additional fees which may be required to Deposit Account No.

Signature

Richard C. Woodbridge
Synnestvedt Lechner & Woodbridge LLP
P.O‘BOx 592 I ce ify that this document and fee is being deposited

_ on 7 '2 45 7 with the U.S. Postal Service asPrlllcemna NJ 03542 first class mail under 37 C.F.R. 1.8 and is addressed to the
609-924-3773 - phone Commissioner for Patents, - .0. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA
609-924-1811 - fax ‘

cc. Peter Langle Richard C. Woodbridge
' y Typed or Printed Name ofPerson Mailing Correspondence

P31 LARGE/REV02
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United Slain: Putunt nnd Trndumnrk Office
Addrcn: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKSH0. Box 1450

Akxuudxin, V.rp'.nil 221 I!-ll S0wwwurpto gov

U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER NO. FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO.

I0/343,333 Matthieu Kennedy Martyn 5035—I33US
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO.

PCT/GBOI/03387

Richard c Woodbridge
Woodbridge & Associates 07/27/2001 07/28/2000
P 0 Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592 CONFIRMATION N°.16o8
371 FORMALITIES LETTER

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
‘OC000000O10693709"

Date Mailed: 08/15/2003

NOTIFICATION OF MISSING REQUIREMENTS UNDER 35 U.S.C. 371 IN THE UNITED

STATES DESIGNATEDIELECTED OFFICE (DOIEOIUS)

The following items have been submitted by the applicant or the IB to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office as a Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495).

Copy of the International Application filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of the International Search Report filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of IPE Report filed on 01/28/2003

Preliminary Amendments filed on 01/28/2003
Information Disclosure Statements filed on 04/02/2003 '

Oath or Declaration filed on 01/28/2003

Request for Immediate Examination filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of references cited in ISR filed on 01/28/2003

U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 01/28/2003

The following items MUST be furnished within the period set forth below in order to complete the requirements for
acceptance under 35 U.S.C. 371: '

o Oath or declaration of the inventors, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b), identifying the application

by the International application number and international filing date. The current oath or declaration does
not comply with 37 CFR 1.497(a) and (b) in that it:

n is not executed in accordance with either 37 CFR 1.66 or 37 CFR 1.68.

a $130 Surcharge for providing the oath or declaration later than 30 months from the priority date (37 CFR
1.492(e)) is required.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fees required for this application is $130 for a Large Entity:
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. $130 Late oath or declaration Surcharge.

ALL Of-' THE ITEMS SET FORTH ABOVE MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN TWO (2) MONTHS FROM THE
'DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR BY 32 MONTHS FROM THE PRIORITY DATE FOR THE APPLICATION,
WHICHEVER IS LATER. FAILURE TO PROPERLY RESPOND WILL RESULT IN ABANDONMENT.

The time period set above may be extended by filing a petition and fee for extension of time under the provisions
of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed
to the address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5)

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the response.

VON DA M WALLACE

Telephone: (703) 305-3736

PART 1 - ATTORNEY/APPLICANT COPY

10/343,333 PCT/GBOI/03387 5035-I33US

FORM PCT/DO/EO/905 (371 Formalities Notice)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United State: Putunt und Trudt.-mm-k OrficcAddxcn: COAINIISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TR_’\DEI\-IARKS

R0. Box H50 _Alcxmdnn. Vujginul 22313-I450nrwvunxpln gov

u_s,App1,IcA'rIoN ,\vuM3ER No_ FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET No.

10/343,333 Mathieu Kennedy Martyn 5035-133US
INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO.

PCT/GB01/03387

Richard 0 Woodbridge
Woodbridge & Associates 07/27/2001 07/28/2000
PO Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592 7 CONFIRMATION No. 1608
3T1 ACCEPTANCE LETTER

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllll||ll|lll|l|||l|l|||||"OC000000010889529"

Date Mailed: 09/24/2003

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office in its capacity as a
Designated I Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has determined that the above identified international application has
met the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371, and is ACCEPTED for national patentability examination in the United
States Patent and Trademark Office.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above and the relevant dates are:

08/27/209 08/27/2003
DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 use 371(c)(1), (c)(2) and ~ DATE OF RECEIPT-OF ALL 35 use 371

(c)(4) REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS

A Filing Receipt (PTO-103X) will be issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING
ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE " FILING DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C.

371 REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN ABOVE. The filing date
of the above identified application is the international filing date of the international application (Article 11(3) and
35 U.S.C. 363). Once the Filing Receipt has been received, send all correspondence to the Group Art Unit
designated thereon.

The following items have been received:

Copy of the international Application filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of the International Search Report filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of IPE Report filed on 01/28/2003

Preliminary Amendments filed on 01/28/2003
Information Disclosure Statements filed on 04/02/2003

Oath or Declaration filed on 08/27/2003 '

Request for Immediate Examination filed on 01/28/2003

Copy of references cited in ISR filed on 01/28/2003
U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 01/28/2003

Assignee Statement filed on 08/27/2003
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Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed
to the address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5)

VONDA M WALLACE

Telephone: (703) 305-3736

PART 3 - OFFICE COPY

FORM PCT/DO/E0/903 (371 Acceptance Notice)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box.I45Q ‘Alexandria, Virginia 22313-I450
www.uspm.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

I0/343,333 08/27/2003 Mathieu Kennedy Martyn 5035-I33US 1608

7590 I2/I2/2006 EXAMINER

Richard C Woodbridge VU,THANHT
Woodbridge & Associates
90 Box 592
Princeton, NJ 08542-0592 2i74

DATE MAILED: 12/12/2006

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rcv. no/03)
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Application No. AppIicant(s)

10/343,333 MARTYN, MATHIEU KENNEDY

Office Action Summary Examine, M Unit

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO. EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
— Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). in no event, however. may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this oommunication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even if timely filed. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). ‘

Status

1)X| Responsive to communication(s) filed on 28 January 2003.

2a)I:] This action is FINAL. 2b)® This action is non-final.

3)E] Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)® Claim(s) _1_§;’3§islare pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

Application Papers

9)l:J The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)l:| The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)I:] accepted or b)|:] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR l.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)l:| The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)® Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C.’ § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

a)E] All b)[] Some * c) None of:

1. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:l Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. ___.

3.l:] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) [2] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) E] Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Pal-79f NOISVMEII 039- ___.__ -
3) X information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) D N°“°° °f '"I°""a' Pam“ APp“°aII°”

Paper No(s)IMai| Date . 6) C] Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20061109
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Application/Control Number: 10/343,333

Art Unit: 2174

DETAILED ACTION

Specification

This application does not contain an abstract of the disclosure as required by 37

CFR l.72(b). An abstract on a separate sheet is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or
any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirements ofthis title.

Claims 26-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is directed

to.non-statutory subject matter. The claims recite “a computer program” claimed as computer

listing per se, i.e., the descriptions or expressions of the programs, is not a physical “thing” (see

lnterim Guidelines for Examination of Patent Applications for Patent Subject Matter Eligibility,

page 53).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 1 03

The following is a quotation of 35 u.s.c. 103(a) which forrnsthe basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person"
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made. ‘

Claims 14-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Capps et al.

(“Capps”, U.S. Pat. No. 6,512,525) and Arcuri et al. (“Arcuri”, U.S. Pat. No. 6,121,968).

Per claim 14, Capps teaches a computing device comprising a display screen, the

computing device being able to display on the screen an application summary window, in which
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Application/Control Number: 10/343,333 Page
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summary window displays a list of several common functions offered within an application, any

item in the list being selectable to initiate the respective function (figs. 7, 8b, 14; col. 2, lines 56-

67;col. 3, lines 13-25 and 31-44; col. 12, lines 55-61; col. 22, lines 28; e.g. application summary .

window 254, 268, or 374). Capps does not specifically teach a limited list of several common

functions being a subset of all of the functions offered by a given application but not being

scrollable to reveal additional functions outside of the subset. However, Arcuri teaches a limited

list of several common functions being a subset of all of the functions offered by a given

application but not being scrollable to reveal additional functions outside of the subset (figs. 2A-

2B; col. 2, lines 56-65; col. 8, lines 13-15 and lines 27-32). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to include the teaching of

Arcuri in the invention of Capps in order to provide a system for dynamically changing the

available commandsvin a given menu based upon the particular needs and utilization behavior of
a user (Arcuri, col. 2, lines 10-13).

Per claim 15, Capps further teaches selecting a common function listed in the summary

window causes the related application to open and that selected common function to be activated

(figs 8a-8b, 10a-10b; e.g. open application 256, 274, 392, 410; col. 13, lines 13-26; col. 16, lines

22-28, lines 39-45).

Per claim 16, Capps further teaches an application launcher lists the names and/or icons

of several applications and selecting a name or icon caused the summary window for that

application to be opened (figs. 15b and 15c; names ofapplications 374; e.g. summary window

400 for mail application; col. 16, lines 62).
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Per claim 17, Arcuri teaches the kinds of content of a summary window for a given

application is selected using a process in which the device learns what functionality and/or stored

data types are of interest to any given user (col. 2, lines 9-12; col. 2,,lines 15-30).

Per claim 18, Arcuri teaches the user can define what functionality and/or stored data

types interest to that user for the summary window for an application (col. 2, lines 9-12; col. 2,

lines 54-65; a command is added to the subsetofcommands in the shortform menu when the

user selects a commandform the long menu).

Per claim 19, Capps the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary window for

a given application varies with the environment of the device (col. 2, line 54-col. 3, line 5; col.

16, lines 54-60; a given persona can be extended by applications running on the computer

system).

Per claim 20, Arcuri teaches the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary

window for a given application varies with the actions of the user (col. 2, lines 9-12; col. 2, lines

54-65; a command is added to the subset ofcommands in the shortform menu when the user

selects a commandform the long menu).

Per claim 21, Capps teaches opening a summary window for a given application does not

result in that application being opened (figs. 7, 8b, and 14; e.g. application summary window

2,54, 268, or 374).

Per claim 22, Capps teaches the summary window is a frame which includes the name of

the associated application (figs. 7, 8b, and 14; e.g. application summary window 254, 268, or

374).
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Per claim 23, Capps teaches the summary window further display a list of data stored in

that application (col. 3, lines 31-37; multiple name records pertaining to the personas provided

by the system).

Per claim 24, Capps teaches the computing device of claim 14, being a mobile telephone

(see fig. 16b).

Per claim 25, Capps teaches the computing device of claim 14, being a PC (fig. 1; col. 2,

lines 52-54; col. 1 1, lines 40-43).

Claims 26 and 27 are rejected under the same rationale as claim 1.

Claims 28-36 are rejected under the same rationale as claims 15-23 respectively.

Inquiries

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thanh T. Vu whose telephone number is (571) 272-4073. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon-Thur and every other Fri 7:30 AM - 5:00 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Kristine L. Kincaid can be reached on (571) 272-4063. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

KR|ST|NE Kll\lCA?.-D W
SUPERVISORY PATENT gxtyflucfi

TECHNOLOGY CEMEH 2.41
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APPLICATION NO. 10/343,333 Confirmation N0. 1608

FILED: August 27, 2003 Examiner: T. Vu

CASE NO. 5459—141US/28418 USA Group Art Unit: 2174

TITLE: COMPUTING DEVICE WITH HVIPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR

APPLICATION S

FILED ELECTRONICALLY ON June 12, 2007

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REPLY AND AMENDMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. §1.111

TO EXAMINER'S ACTION MAILED DECEMBER 12, 2006

This is in response to the Office Action mailed December 12, 2006, having a period for

response set to expire on March 12, 2007. A Petition extending the period for response for three

months, to June 12, 2007, is included herein, along with authorization to charge the extension fee to

a credit card. The following amendments and remarks are respectfully submitted.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2 of this paper; Remarks begin on page 7 of this
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In the Claims

Claims 1- 13 (Canceled)

14. (Currently amended) A computing device comprising a display screen, the

computing device being able to display on the screen a main menu listing one or more applications.

and additionally being able to display on the screen an application summary window that can be

reached directly from the main menu. wherein ,—in—whieh the summary window displays a limited list

of several common functions offered within an application, any item in the list being selectable to

15. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which selecting a common function

listed in the summary window causes the related application to open and that selected common

function to be activated.

16. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which an application launcher lists the

names and/or icons of several applications and selecting a name or icon causes the summary window

for that application to be opened.

17. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the kinds of content of a

summary window for a given application is selected using a process in which the device learns what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to any given user.

18. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the user can define what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for the summary window for an

application.
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19. (Original)The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or

stored data types for a summary window for a given application varies with the environment

of the device.

20. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or stored

data types for a summary Window for a given application varies with the actions of the user.

21. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which opening a summary window for a

given application does not result in that application being opened.

22. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window is a frame

which includes the name of the associated application.

23. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window further

display a list of data stored in that application.

24. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14, being a mobile telephone.

25 . (Original) The computing device of Claim 14, being a PC.

26. (Currently amended) A computer program product comprising a computer—readable

storage medium having computer—readable code embodied in the medium which, when running on a

computing device, causes the computing device to display on a screen of the device a main menu

listing one or more applications, and additionally being able to display on the screen an application

summary window that can be reached directly from the main menu, wherein,—in—whieh the summary

window displays a limited list of several Common functions offered within an application, any item

in the list being selectable to initiate the respectivefunction 
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27. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, being wherein

said computer—readable code comprises an operating system program.

28. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26 wherein said

computer—readable code is operable such that selecting a common function listed in the summary

window causes the related application to open and that selected common function to be activated.

29. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26 wherein said

computer—readable code is operable to cause the screen to display an application launcher which lists

the names and/or icons of several applications, wherein selecting a name or icon causes the summary

window for that application to be opened.

30. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer— readable code enables inwvhieh the kinds of content of a summary window for a given

application t_o earn be selected using a process in which the device learns what functionality and/or

stored data types are of interest to any given user.

31. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code =w=l=:-iel=r enables a user to define what functionality and/or stored data types

are of interest to that user for the summary window for an application.

32. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables in—whieh the functionality and/or stored data types for a

summary window for a given application to vary with the environment of the device.
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33. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26 wherein said

computer—readable code enables in—whiel=i the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary

window for a given application to vary varies with the actions of the user.

34. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables the in—Whieh opening gr" a summary window for a given application

without resulting in that application being opened.

35. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables in—whieh the summary window to be is a frame which includes the

name of the associated application.

36. (Currently amended) The computer program product of Claim 26 wherein said

computer—readable code enables i-n—wh-iel=i the summary window t_o further display a list

of data stored in that application.

37. (New) The computing device of claim 1 wherein said limited list is a sub—set of

all of the functions offered by a given application.

38. (New) The computing device of claim 37 wherein said limited list displays only

functions in said sub—set and thus cannot be scrolled to reveal additional functions outside of the

sub— set.

39. (New) The computer program product according to claim 26 wherein said limited

list is a sub—set of all of the functions offered by a given application.
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40. (New) The computer program product according to claim 38 wherein said limited

list displays only functions in said sub—set and thus cannot be scrolled to reveal additional

functions outside of the sub—set.
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REMARKS

Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 CFR 1.13613;

It is hereby requested that the term to respond to the Examiner’s Action of
December 12, 2006 be extended three months, from March 12, 2007 to June 12,
2007.

Authorization to charge a Credit Card is given to cover the extension fee.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees associated with

this communication to Deposit Account No. l9—5425.

In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated that claims 14 through 36 are pending in the

application and the Examiner rejected all claims.

The §101 Reiection

On page 2 of the Office Action, the Examiner has rejected claims 26-36 under 35 U.S.C.

§l0l as being directed to non—statutory subject matter. The Examiner has indicated that the claims

recite “a computer program” and that this is not a physical “thing.” Applicant has amended the

claims to recite the invention in a form appropriate to U.S. Patent practice, that is, by directing the

claims to a “computer program product comprising a computer—readable storage medium having

computer—readable program code embodied in the medium...” and by amending the dependent

claims to enable their functions Via the computer—readable code. Accordingly, applicant respectfully

submits that this overcomes the rejection of claims 26-36 under 35 U.S .C. §l0l, and the Examiner is

respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of claims 26-36 under 35 U.S.C.

§lOl.
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Claim Re'ections 35 U.S.C. 103

On page 2 of the Office Action, the Examiner rejected claims 14-36 under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)

as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,512,525 to Capps et al. in View of U.S. Patent No.

6,121,968 to Arcuri et al.

The Present Invention

In one implementation of the present invention, a computing device displays on a display

screen a main menu listing a number of applications, and additionally is able to display on the

display screen an application summary window that displays a limited list of several common

functions offered within an application, such that any item in the limited list is selectable to initiate

its respective function.

U.S. Patent No. 6,512,525 to Capps et al.

U.S. Patent No. 6,512,525 to Capps et al. (“Capps”) discloses a system capable of adopting a

number of personas. All applications iunning on the system have access to a central repository of

extensible personas, and the personas are each associated with a suite of parameters which are

appropriate for conducting transactions under a particular persona. Figure 7 illustrates an example of

a screen shot according to Capps; it shows an open application (an ownership record) (see col. 4,

lines 65-67), and also shows a window listing a number of options displayed within the application.
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US. Patent No. 6,121,968 to Arcuri et al.

U.S. Patent No. 6,121,968 to Arcuri et al. (“Arcuri”) discloses the concept of short and long

menu states, with the long menu being accessible via the short menu. As illustrated in Figs. 2A, 2B,

etc., the menus become available once an application is opened (in the example shows in Arcuri, the

application appears too be Microsoft Word); the menus are not accessible from the device’s main

11161111.

The Examiner has not Established a rima acie Case of Obviousness

As set forth in the MPEP:

To establish aprima facie case of obviousness, there must be some suggestion or

motivation, either in the references themselves or in the knowledge generally

available to one of ordinary skilled in the art, to modify the reference or to combine

reference teachings.
MPEP 2143

As note above, the present claimed invention, as amended, specifies that the computing

device displays a main menu listing one or more applications, and is able to display an application

summary window directly from the main window. The claims have been amended to focus more

directly on this aspect, and new claims 37-40 have been added to recite limitations, now in dependent

form, that have been removed from the independent claims by this amendment. The summary

window displays a limited list of one or more common functions offered within an application listed

on the main menu, and each item in the limited list is selectable to activate its function, instead of
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requiring the user to first access the desired application and then “drill down” to the common

function. Both independent claims recite these features, and thus, all claims include these features.

Neither Capps nor Arcuri teach or suggest these claimed elements. In each, the various

functions described are accessible only after the user has entered the application of interest — they do

not teach or suggest functionality that enables the functions to be accessible from the main menu and

across all applications displayed in the main menu. . The present claimed invention has significant

advantages over the prior art, including Capps and Arcuri. Using the present invention, a user can

very quickly select the desired functionality, without needing to first launch a selected application

and then enter a menu system specific to that application. Instead, the user can access a limited list

of functions (which could, for example, represent the most commonly—selected functions for a

particular application) directly from the main menu, as illustrated in Figures 1-3 of the present

application. Neither Capps nor Arcuri, alone or combined, teach or suggest any such advantage, and

do not provide a person skilled in the art with any motivation to modify the respective arrangements

of Capps and Arcuri so as to make a limited set of an application’s functions available to a user

directly from the main menu.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, it is submitted that each of claims 14-36

patentably define over Capps and Arcuri, taken alone or in combination. The Examiner is therefore

respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of claims 14-36 under 35 U.S.C.

§l03.
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Conclusion

The present invention is not taught or suggested by the piior art. Accordingly, the Examiner

is respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of the claims. An early Notice of

Allowance is earnestly solicited.

Included herein is a Petition for extension of time to respond to the Examiner's Action, and

authorization to charge the extension fee to a credit card. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to

charge any additional fees or credit any overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit

Account No. 19-5425.

Respectfully submitted

June 12 2007 /Mark D. Simps0n/

Date Mark D. Simpson, Esquire

Registration No. 32,942

SYNNESTVEDT LECHNER & WOODBRIDGE

112 Nassau Street

P.O. Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592

Telephone: 609 924 3773
Facsimile: 609 924 1811
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7' Application No. AppIicant(s)

10/343.333 MARTYN. MATHIEU KENNEDY

Office Action Summary Examine,

Thanh T. Vu

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event. however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 704(b).

Status

HE] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 12 June 2007.

2a)XI This action is FINAL. 2b)|j This action is non-final.

3)fl Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 C.D. 11. 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)® C|alm(s)1-_tt0is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) _: is/are withdrawn from consideration.

__ is/are allowed.

XI Claim(s)1_—_<mis/are rejected.

)_ is/are objected to.

) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

{:1 Claim(s

Application Papers

9)[j The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)D The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)[:l accepted or b)I:] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)[] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)|:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:] All b)[:] Some * c)E] None of:

1.[:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:! Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. ______.

3.Ej Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(sj

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) E] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) El Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper Nois)/Mail Date. __.
3) I] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SBIO8) 5) D Notice Oi i"i°imai Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6) C] other: .__i
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20070813
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Art Unit: 2174

DETAILED ACTION

This communication is responsive to Amendment, filed 06/ 12/2007.

Claims 14-40 are pending in this application. In the Amendment, claims 37-40 were

added, and claims 14, and 26 were amended. This action is made Final.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior an are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 14-40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Capps et al.

(“Capps”, U.S. Pat. No. 6,512,525), Richard (U.S. Pat. No. 6,781,161) and Arcuri et al.

(“Arcuri”, U.S. Pat. No. 6,121,968).

Per claim 14, Capps teaches a computing device comprising a display screen, the

computing device being able to display on the screen an application summary window, in which

summary window displays a list of several common functions offered within an application, any

item in the list being selectable to initiate the respective function (figs. 7, 8b, 14; col. 2, lines 56-

67;col. 3, lines 13-25 and 31-44; col. 12, lines 55-61; col. 22, lines 28; e.g. application summary

window 254, 268, or 374). Capps does not specifically teach the computing device being able to

display on the screen a main menu listing one or more applications, and a limited list of several

common functions offered by a given application. However, Richard teaches computing device

being able to display on the screen a main menu listing one or more applications (fig. 6; APP A,

APP B; element 510). Arcuri teaches a limited list of several common functions offered within
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an application (figs. 2A—2B; col. 2, lines 56-65; col. 8, lines 13-15 and lines 27-32). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to onelof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to include

the teaching of Richard, and Arcuri in the invention of Capps in order to provide a switching

menu between multiple open windows in multiple applications on a computer desktop, and in

order to provide a system for dynamically changing the available commands in a given menu

based upon the particular needs and utilization behavior of a user (Arcuri, col. 2, lines 10-13).

Per claim 15, Capps further teaches selecting a common function listed in the summary

window causes the related application to open and that selected common function to be activated

(figs 8a-8b, 10a-10b,‘ e.g. open application 256, 274, 392, 410; col. 13, lines 13-26; col. 16, lines

22-28, lines 39-45).

Per claim 16, Capps further teaches an application launcher lists the names and/or icons

of several applications and selecting a name or icon caused the summary window for that

application to be opened (figs. 15b and 15c; names ofapplications 374; e.g. summary window

400 for mail application; col. 16, lines 62).

Per claim 17, Arcuri teaches the kinds of content of a summary window for a given

application is selected using a process in which the device learns what functionality and/or stored

data types are of interest to any given user (col. 2, lines 9-12; col. 2, lines 15-30).

Per claim 18, Arcuri teaches the user can define what functionality and/or stored data

types are of interest to that user for the summary window for an application (col. 2, lines 9-12;

col. 2, lines 54-65; a command is added to the subset ofcommands in the shortform menu when

the user selects a commandfrom the long menu).
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Per claim 19, Capps teaches the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary

window for a given application varies with the environment of the device (col. 2, line 54-col. 3,

line 5; col. 16, lines 54-60; a given persona can be extended by applications running on the

computer system).

Per claim 20, Arcuri teaches the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary

window for a given application varies with the actions ofthe user (col. 2, lines 9-12; col. 2, lines

54-65; a command is added to the subset ofcommands in the short form menu when the user

selects a commandfrom the long menu).

Per claim 21, Capps teaches opening a summary window for a given application does not

result in that application being opened (figs. 7, 8b, and 14; e.g. application summary window

254, 268, or 374).

Per claim 22, Capps teaches the summary window is a frame which includes the name of

the associated application (figs. 7, 8b, and 14; e.g. application summary window 254, 268, or

3 74).

Per claim 23, Capps teaches the summary window further display a list of data stored in

that application (col. 3, lines 31-37; multiple name records pertaining to the personas provided

by the system).

Per claim 24, Capps teaches the computing device of claim 14, being a mobile telephone

(see fig. 16b).

Per claim 25, Capps teaches the computing device of claim 14, being a PC (fig. 1; col. 2,

lines 52-54; col. 11, lines 40-43).

Claims 26 and 27 are rejected under the same rationale as claim 1.
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Claims 28-36 are rejected under the same rationale as claims 15-23 respectively.

Per claim 37, Arcuri teaches the computing device of claim 1, wherein said limited list if

a sub-set of all of the functions offered by a given application (figs. 2A-2B; col. 2, lines 56-65;

col. 8, lines 13-15 and lines 27-32).

Per claim 38, Arcuri teaches the computer device of claim 37 wherein said limited list

displays only functions in said sub-set and thus cannot be scrolled to reveal additional functions

outside of the sub-set (figs. 2A-2B; col. 2, lines 56-65; col. 8, lines 13-15 and lines 27-32).

Claims 39-40 are rejected under the same rationale as claims 37 and 38.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments with respect to the amendment have been considered but are moot

in view ofthe new ground(s) of rejection.

Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE—MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.1 36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,
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however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

Inquiries

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thanh T. Vu whose telephone number is (571) 272-4073. The

examiner can normally be reached on Mon~Thur and every other Fri 7:30 AM - 5:00 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Kristine L. Kincaid can be reached on (571) 272-4063. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

KRISTINE KINCAID

SIJPEHVISORY PATENT EXAMINER
‘I‘EiCl-|l\l0LOGY CENTER 2100
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PATENT Docket No. 5459-141US/28418 USA

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INVENTORS: Mathieu K. Martyn
APPLICATION NO. 10/343,333 Confirmation No. 1608

FILED: August 27, 2003 Examiner: T. Vu

CASE NO. 5459—141US/28418 USA Group Art Unit: 2174

TITLE: COMPUTING DEVICE WITH HVIPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR

APPLICATION S

FILED ELECTRONICALLY ON October 22, 2007

MAIL STOP AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REPLY UNDER 37 CFR §1.116
TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION MAILED AUGUST 22 2007

This is in response to the final Office Action mailed August 22, 2007, having a period for

response set to expire on November 22, 2007. The following remarks are respectfully submitted.

Remarks begin on page 2 of this paper.
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REMARKS

In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated that claims 14 through 40 are pending in the

application and the Examiner rejected all claims.

Claim Re'ections 35 U.S.C. 103

On page 2 of the Office Action, the Examiner rejected claims 14-40 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,512,525 to Capps et al. in View of U.S.

Patent No. 6,781,161 to Richard and U.S. Patent No. 6,121,968 to Arcuri et al.

The Present Invention

In one implementation of the present invention, a computing device displays on a display

screen a main menu listing a number of applications, and additionally is able to display on the

display screen an application summary window that displays a limited list of several common

functions offered within an application, such that any item in the limited list is selectable to

initiate its respective function. In other words, the present invention displays in a main menu a

list of accessible applications, and by selecting (e.g., hovering the cursor over) one of the

applications listed in the main menu, a summary window is opened showing various functions

that can be selected within the selected application.
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The Examiner has not Established a rima acie Case of Obviousness

As set forth in the MPEP:

To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, there must be some suggestion or

motivation, either in the references themselves or in the knowledge generally

available to one of ordinary skilled in the art, to modify the reference or to combine

reference teachings.
MPEP 2143

Applicant has presented previous arguments to the Examiner regarding the Capps and

Arcuri patents. In response to those arguments and amendments made in the last response by the

Applicant, the Examiner cited Richard and asseited that while Capps and Arcuri do not

specifically teach the computing device being able to display on the screen a main menu listing

one or more applications, and a limited list of several common functions offered by one of the

listed applications, Richard does teach this feature and function. The Examiner points to Figure

6 of Richard, and refers to “APP A”, “APP B”, and “element 510” of Figure 6 as teaching this

claimed aspect of the present invention.

Applicant disagrees. As can be seen in Richard, and specifically in Figure 6 of Richard, a

main menu listing one or more applications is n_ot shown. Rather, Richard shows two open

applications (AppA and AppB) and by clicking and holding arrow 522 (which serves as a visual

indicator that there are a plurality of windows open in AppB), a pop—up menu appears listing

three already—opened windows in AppB. By selecting one of the three windows listed in the pop-

up menu, that window “surfaces”, i.e., comes to the front as the active window. This is not the

same as the claimed main menu that lists accessible applications, and selecting one of the listed
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applications to display a limited list of functions offered by the application, with the selection of

one of the listed functions initiating the function. While Richard does teach a way to bring to the

forefront of a GUI window one of several windows already opened within an application, it

contains no teaching whatsoever of a main menu listing available applications, and selection of

one of the listed applications generating a list of selectable functions within that application.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, it is submitted that each of claims 14-36

patentably define over Capps/Arcuri/Richards, taken alone or in combination. The Examiner is

therefore respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of claims 14-36 under

35 U.S.C. §l03.

Conclusion

The present invention is not taught or suggested by the prior art. Accordingly, the

Examiner is respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of the claims. An

early Notice of Allowance is earnestly solicited.

Applicant believes that it has claimed the distinctions set forth above and set forth

in previous responses in a manner that patentably defines over the cited references;

however, if the foregoing remarks are not found to be persuasive in the Examiner’s opinion

regarding the allowability of the claims, applicant requests that the Examiner contact the

undersigned attorney to set up an interview prior to the issuance of an Advisory Action.

Applicant believes that agreement as to the allowability of the claims may be reached

during such an interview.
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The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees or credit any

overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit Account No. 19-5425.

Respectfully submitted

October 22 2007 /Mark D. Simps0n/

Date Mark D. Simpson, Esquire

Registration No. 32,942

SYNNESTVEDT LECHNER & WOODBRIDGE

112 Nassau Street

P.O. Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592

Telephone: 609 924 3773
Facsimile: 609 924 1811

Q:‘MSL\1I’SON\TO BE REV[EWED\DRAFl‘S FOR REV]IEW\5459-14lUS REPLY TO FINAL OA OF 08222007SYMIB1AN DUE 10-22.DOC
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Application No. App|icant(s)

Advisory Action 10/343,333 MARTYN, MATHIEU KENNEDY

Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Examine, Art unit

I
--The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

THE REPLY FILED 22 October 2007 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE.

1. IX The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of this
application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which places the
application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3) a Request
for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following time
periods:

a) CI The period for reply expires months from the mailing date of the final rejection.
b) E The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection.
Examiner Note: If box 1 is Checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO
MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f).

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed,
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).
NOTICE OF APPEAL

2. CI The Notice of Appeal was filed on . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of
filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41 .37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41 .37(e)), to avoid dismissal ofthe appeal. Since a
Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41 .37(a).

AMENDMENTS

3. CI The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but priorto the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be entered because
(a)I:I They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below);
(b)I:I They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below);
(c) El They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for

appeal; and/or

(d)I:I They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims.
NOTE: . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)).

4. CI The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324).

5. I] Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s):

6. El Newly proposed or amended claim(s) would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the
non-allowable claim(s).

7. El For purposes ofappeal, the proposed amendment(s): a) El will not be entered, or b) E] will be entered and an explanation of
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended.
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows:
Claim(s) allowed:
Claim(s) objected to:
Claim(s) rejected:j
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration:

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE

8. E] The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will Lt be entered
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e).

9. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will n_ot be
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome a_H rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41 .33(d)(1 ).

10. D The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached.
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER

11. IX The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because:
See Continuation Sheet.

12. El Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/O8) Paper No(s).
13. D Other:

/Sy D Luu/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2174

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL—303 (Rev. 08-06) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20071031
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Continuation Sheet (PTO-303) Application No. 10/343,333

Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Applicant's primary argument is that the
combination of Capps Richard and Arcuri does not teach "the computing device being able to display on the screen a main menu listing one
or more applications and a limited list of several command functions offered by one of the listed applications".
The examiner does not agree for the following reasons:
During patent examination, the pending claims must be "given >their< broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification."
> In re Hyatt, 211 F.3d 1367, 1372, 54 USPQ2d 1664, 1667 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Although the claims are interpreted in light ofthe
specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the claims. See In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed.
Cir. 1993).
In this case, Richard and Arcuri teach the claim limitation because Richard teaches computing device being able to display on the screen a
main menu listing one or more applications, see fig. 6, a main menu 510 listing one or more applications 512-516. Arcuri teaches a limited
list of several common functions offered within an application (figs. 2A-2B; col. 2, lines 56-65 and col. 8, lines 13-15 and lines 27-32 which
shows a limited set of selections (i.e. functions) offered within an application). Accordingly, the combination of Richard and Arcuri teach the
claim limitation of the computing device being able to display on the screen a main menu listing one or more applications and a limited list
of several command functions offered by one of the listed applications.
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OK TO ENTER: /TV/’ (11/01/200'?)

PATENT Docket No. 5459-141US/28418 USA

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INVENTORS: Mathieu K. Martyn
APPLICATION NO. 10/343,333 Confirmation No. 1608

FILED: August 27, 2003 Examiner: T. Vu

CASE NO. 5459—141US/28418 USA Group Art Unit: 2174

TITLE: COMPUTING DEVICE WITH HVIPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR

APPLICATION S

FILED ELECTRONICALLY ON October 22, 2007

MAIL STOP AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REPLY UNDER 37 CFR §1.116
TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION MAILED AUGUST 22 2007

This is in response to the final Office Action mailed August 22, 2007, having a period for

response set to expire on November 22, 2007. The following remarks are respectfully submitted.

Remarks begin on page 2 of this paper.
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PATENT Docket No. 5459-141US/28418 USA

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

INVENTORS: Mathieu K. Martyn
APPLICATION NO. 10/343,333 Confirmation No. 1608

FILED: August 27, 2003 Examiner: T. Vu

CASE NO. 5459—l4lUS/28418 USA Group Art Unit: 2174

TITLE: COMPUTING DEVICE WITH HVIPROVED USER INTERFACE FOR

APPLICATIONS

FILED ELECTRONICALLY ON December 26, 2007

MAIL STOP AF

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REPLY AND AMENDMENT UNDER 37 CFR §1.l 16
TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION MAILED AUGUST 22 2007

This Reply and Amendment is being filed in further response to the final Office Action

mailed August 22, 2007. A Request for Reconsideration was filed in response to the final Office

Action on November 22, 2007, which resulted in the present Advisory Action. A Petition

extending the period for response for one month, to December 26, 2007 (December 22 being a

Saturday; December 23 being a Sunday, December 24 being a Patent Office holiday, and

December 25 being federal holiday), is included herein, along with authorization to charge the

extension fee to a Credit card. The following amendments and remarks are respectfully

submitted, which Applicant believes place the application in allowable condition.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2 of this paper; Remarks begin on page 7 of this
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Claims 1- 13 (Canceled)

14. (Currently amended) A computing device comprising a display screen, the

computing device being configured able to display on the screen a main menu listing one or more

applications, and additionally being configured able to display on the screen an application summary

window that can be reached directly from the main menu, wherein the application summary window

displays a limited list of several common functions offered within an application, any item in the list

being selectable to initiate the respective function, and wherein the application summary window is

displayed while the application is in an un—launched state.

15. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which selecting a common function

listed in the summary window causes the related application to open and that selected common

function to be activated.

16. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which an application launcher lists the

names and/or icons of several applications and selecting a name or icon causes the summary window

for that application to be opened.

17. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the kinds of content of a

summary window for a given application is selected using a process in which the device learns what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to any given user.

18. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the user can define what

functionality and/or stored data types are of interest to that user for the summary window for an

application.
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19. (Original)The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or

stored data types for a summary window for a given application varies with the

environment of the device.

20. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the functionality and/or stored

data types for a summary window for a given application varies with the actions of the user.

21. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which opening a summary window for a

given application does not result in that application being opened.

22. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window is a frame

which includes the name of the associated application.

23. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14 in which the summary window further

display a list of data stored in that application.

24. (Original) The computing device of Claim 14, being a mobile telephone.

25 . (Original) The computing device of Claim 14, being a PC.

26. (Currently amended) A computer program product comprising a computer—readable

storage medium having computer—readable code embodied in the medium which, when running on a

computing device, causes the computing device to display on a screen of the device a main menu

listing one or more applications, and additionally causes the device l9ei+1g—able to display on the

screen an application summary window that can be reached directly from the main menu, wherein

the summary window displays a limited list of several common functions offered within an

application, any item in the list being selectable to initiate the respective function, and wherein the

application summary window is displayed while the application is in an unlaunched state.
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27. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code comprises an operating system program.

28. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code is operable such that selecting a common function listed in the summary

window causes the related application to open and that selected common function to be activated.

29. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code is operable to cause the screen to display an application launcher which lists

the names and/or icons of several applications, wherein selecting a name or icon cau ses the summary

window for that application to be opened.

30. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer— readable code enables the kinds of content of a summary window for a given application

to be selected using a process in which the device learns what functionality and/or stored data types

are of interest to any given user.

31. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables a user to define what functionality and/or stored data types are of

interest to that user for the summary window for an application.

32. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein

said computer—readable code enables the functionality and/or stored data types for a

summary window for a given application to vary with the environment of the device.
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33. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables the functionality and/or stored data types for a summary window for

a given application to vary with the actions of the user.

34. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables the opening of a summary window for a given application without

resulting in that application being opened.

35. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables the summary window to be a frame which includes the name of the

associated application.

36. (Previously presented) The computer program product of Claim 26, wherein said

computer—readable code enables the summary window to further display a list of data stored in

that application.

37. (Previously presented) The computing device of claim 1 wherein said limited list

is a sub—set of all of the functions offered by a given application.

38. (Previously presented) The computing device of claim 37 wherein said limited list

displays only functions in said sub—set and thus cannot be scrolled to reveal additional functions

outside of the sub—set.

39. (Previously presented) The computer program product according to claim 26

wherein said limited list is a sub—set of all of the functions offered by a given application.
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40. (Previously presented) The computer program product according to claim 38 wherein

said limited list displays only functions in said sub—set and thus cannot be scrolled to reveal

additional functions outside of the sub—set.
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REMARKS

Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 CFR 1.13613;

It is hereby requested that the term to respond to the Examiner’s Action of

August 22, 2007 be extended one month, from November 22, 2007 to December

26, 2007 (December 22 being a Saturday; December 23 being a Sunday,

December 24 being a Patent Office holiday, and December 25 being federal

holiday).

Authorization to charge a Credit Card is given to cover the extension fee.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees associated with

this communication to Deposit Account No. 19-5425.

In the Office Action, the Examiner indicated that claims 14 through 40 are pending in the

application and the Examiner rejected all claims.

Claim Re'ections 35 U.S.C. 103

On page 2 of the Office Action, the Examiner rejected claims 14-40 under 35 U.S.C.

§103(a) as being unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 6,512,525 to Capps et al. in View of U.S.

Patent No. 6,781,161 to Richard and U.S. Patent No. 6,121,968 to Arcuri et al.

The Present Invention

In one implementation of the present invention, a computing device displays on a display

screen a main menu listing a number of available applications, and additionally is able to display

on the display screen an application summary window that displays a limited list of several

common functions offered within an application, such that any item in the limited list is
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selectable to initiate its respective function. The application summary window is displayed

regardless of the launched or unlaunched status of this application. In other words, the present

invention displays in a main menu a list of accessible applications, and by designating (e.g.,

hovering the cursor over) one of the applications listed in the main menu, a summary window is

opened showing valious functions that can be selected within the designated application even

while the application is unlaunched.

The Examiner has not Established a rima acie Case of Obviousness

As set forth in the MPEP:

To establish aprima facie case of obviousness, there must be some suggestion or

motivation, either in the references themselves or in the knowledge generally

available to one of ordinary skilled in the art, to modify the reference or to combine

reference teachings.
MPEP 2143

Applicant has presented previous arguments to the Examiner regarding the Capps and

Arcuri patents. ln response to those arguments and amendments made in the last response by the

Applicant, the Examiner cited Richard and asserted that while Capps and Arcuri do not

specifically teach the computing device being able to display on the screen a main menu listing

one or more applications, and a limited list of several common functions offered by one of the

listed applications. Richard does teach this feature and function. The Examiner points to Figure

6 of Richard, and refers to “APP A”, “APP B”, and “element 510” of Figure 6 as teaching this

claimed aspect of the present invention.
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Richard describes a pop—up menu (510) on the taskbar. Applicant respectfully disagrees with

the Examiner’ s assertion that the items in menu 510 (512, 514, 516) correspond to applications. The

menu items actually correspond to open windows within a single application to which the entire

menu relates (APP B). This is explicitly stated in the description at column 3, lines 20-44.

The ‘main menu’ described in Richards is therefore merely a menu of open windows within a

single application, i.e., a launched application. It follows from the fact the windows are open within

the application that the application must be running and therefore has been launched.

Arcnri describes the provision of both long and short versions of menus, the idea being that

commonly selected items are offered in the short version of the menu, with an option to expand the

menu to its long version in order to access less—commonly selected items. In the example of Fig 2A,

to which the Examiner has referred, the short/long menu is a view menu within a word processing

program (col. 8, lines 10-12). It is true that this menu offers a limited list of the common functions

available within the word processing program; however, it is only ever displayed within a running

instance of the program, i.e., only when the program is in a launched state.

Claim 1 requires that the application summary window including the common functions (the

View menu in Arcnri, according to the Examiner) can be directly reached from the main menu (the

pop up window in Richard, according to the Examiner). However, there is no suggestion in any of

the cited references that would render it obvious to make the Arcari menu directly reachable from the

menu in Richard. Indeed, such a process is counter—intuitive, since the menu items in Richard are

windows inside an application and the menu in Arcnri forms part of the overall application — not a

specific window.
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Even regardless of the “reached directly” requirement, Richard and Arcuri and/or Capps

cannot be combined to arrive at the subject matter of amended claims 14 and 26. This is because

these claims now require that summary window is displayed while the application is in an

unlaunched state. The menu described in Richard relates to open windows in a running application

and likewise the menus in Arcuri and Capps relate to functions of a running application. These

documents all describe menus that relate to running applications and combining them does nothing

to satisfy the requirement of the present claims that the application summary window is displayed

without launching the application.

The underlying purpose of the application summary window of the present invention is to

provide the user with a shortcut to functions within an application directly from the main menu (ie.

when the application is designated). This allows the user to launch an application in such a way that

it is initiated to directly perform one of the common functions, rather than forcing the user to hunt for

the function in the interface once the application has finished loading in its default (and perhaps

undesired) state. This advantage cannot be achieved if the application summary window is not

displayed until after the application is already running. The benefit of the claimed invention

therefore cannot be achieved using only the teaching ofRichard andArciiri and/or Capps, alone or in

combination.

Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, it is submitted that each of claims 14-36

patentably define over Capps/Arcuri/Richards, taken alone or in combination. The Examiner is

therefore respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of claims 14-36 under

35 U.S.C. §l03.
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Conclusion

The present invention is not taught or suggested by the prior art. Accordingly, the

Examiner is respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw the rejection of the claims. An

early Notice of Allowance is earnestly solicited.

Applicant believes that it has claimed the distinctions set forth above and set forth

in previous responses in a manner that patentably defines over the cited references;

however, if the foregoing remarks are not found to be persuasive in the Examiner’s opinion

regarding the allowability of the claims, applicant requests that the Examiner contact the

undersigned attorney to set up an interview prior to the issuance of an Advisory Action.

Applicant believes that agreement as to the allowability of the claims may be reached

during such an interview.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees or credit any

overpayment associated with this communication to Deposit Account No. 19-5425.

Respectfully submitted

December 26 2007 /Mark D. Simpson/

Date Mark D. Simpson, Esquire

Registration No. 32,942

SYNNESTVEDT LECHNER & WOODBRIDGE

112 Nassau Street

P.O. Box 592

Princeton, NJ 08542-0592

Telephone: 609 924 3773
Facsimile: 609 924 1811
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